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Meis a psebman whom the truth makespree.
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO:
TUESDAY MORNING.................. AUGUST 6, 1861
GEN. MORGAN.
The following communication comes to us 
from one of the best Democrats in Knox county :
Milford Tp., July 25, 18G1.
Mr. Harper—Your candidate for the nomi­
nation of Governor, on the Democratic ticket, 
'takes like hot cakes out here. All that is want­
ed to make Gen. Morgan the next Governor of 
Ohio, is to nominate him in the next Democratic 
Convention, Yours, &c.
A Democrat.
We clip the following from the Washington 
^Examiner, published at Washington, Pa., the 
trirth place of Gen Morgan :
Gen. George W. Morgan.
The Mount Vernon Banner strongly recom­
mends our old townsman, Gen. George W. Mor
gan, as the Democratic candidate for Governor f Ohio at the approaching October election.— 
The General would make a capital Chief Magis­
trate for the Bnckeye State, and, if nominated, 
would not be much afraid to bet on his being 
elected. Sis pyjjj.er.c.ae friends here would be re­
joiced at his corstin&tion, and we hope the De­
mocracy of Ohio will do themselves the honor of 
selecting him their standard-bearer.
“Forwardgjckj&ond.”
Why don?t Gen. Greeley assume the command, 
and lead the gra^d ayipy “Forward to Rich­
mond ?” Greeley made Lincoln President j why 
don’t Lincoln make Greeiey jQrefiejffilissimo of 
tee grand army, and give him an opportunity to 
extinguish himself forever? 'Twere a consuma- 
tion devoutly to be wished for, and the whole 
country would have infinite cause for rejoicing if 
not only Greeley, but the whole “Irrepressible’ 
Abolition cpejy were in the front ranks of the ar­
my, engaged in'a hand-to-hand^fight with their 
fcrolher fanatics of the South. If they could man­
age to exterminate each other, after the fashion of 
the Kilkenny cats, no friend of the country would 
shed a single tear.
War upon the Cabinet.
The Boston Courier says:
The Republicans of New York city have been 
bolding meetings in their respective wards, and 
have passed resolutions denouncing the adminis­
tration. It is understood that they favor N. P. 
Banks for Secretary of State, John C. Fremont 
for Secretary of War, Cornelius Vanderbilt for 
Secretary of the Navy, and Joseph Holt for At- 
torney General. The Union Defense Committee 
of New York have also denounced the adminis­
tration. Mr. Moses H. Grinne’, Republican, 
eaid the “Secretary of War was alone to blame 
for the disastrous retreat of our forces.” Mr 
Charles H. Marshall thought that “the Secretary 
of the Navy should b? included in the list of in­
competent officers.” ’ It seems to us these gen­
tlemen and partixani flo up; appreciate phe state 
of the nation. Are they not giving aid aad com 
fort to the enemy ?
Abolition Congressmen in Battle.
A correspondent of .the Daily Times has the 
following :
“Congress adjourned Friday until Monday ex­
pressly to allow the members to sea the show. 
Neither Congress nor the Union ' wish tb see 
another such a sight. At the grand stampede 
civilians were awfully scared, and I think several 
bftheai were tajren prisoners. I witnessed some 
terrifio feats of running among them. Many lost 
their carriages, and for aught I know are skulk­
ing about the woods now. "One'very fat Gongress- 
inan offered an artilleryman $20 for a horse, 
but after he had the horse, he found it so hard to 
rooant that he turned pale all over. He John 
Gilpined along,’ heir my legs, un til his horse 
threw him, when his agony was fearful. Three 
of us boosted him up, and he cut again as though 
the d—1 was after him. That hp fi. will never 
go to the wars again.!!
Fears of an Attack upon ^Tashiggfon.
Since the late defeat at Bull’s Run, much ap> 
prehension exists at Washington, relative to an 
attack upon that city by Gen. Beauregard. 
Many of the citizens have left the city, for the 
North. Gen. gcott jiowever, declares that Wash­
ington is in a better condition for defence than 
it has ever been, and tlat the army there can 
protect it against any assault that may be made
by the confederates
----------- :—»»<»>/---------------
What Gen. Greeley Says Now.
Nhe N. Y. tribune thus briefly and bitterly
sums up the result of its march to Richmond :— 
“The sum and substance of it all is that we
were outmaneuvred' and outnumbered.”
V 'A few days previously it denounced everybody 
as traitors who refused to join in making our 
people believe that the southern soldiers are a
fcnere mob of starved and hungry cowards.
t. . - ; ---------------
What is all this for ?
It is reported that a Federal officer who was 
engaged in the late battle, says that during the 
thickest of the fight, he threw himself on the 
ground from sheer exhaustion, and looking 
around him on the horrible scenes of carnage 
and destruction, wept like a child, an<| for the 
j^rst time the thought flashed upon his mind, 
“My God. what is all this for.”
Sunday Rattles.
It is an astonishing historical fact (which we 
recently heard an eloquent minister impressively 
dwelt upon) that in almost every great battle 
fought on the Lord’s Day, the attacking party 
has always been defeated 1 That of Manassas, 
on Sunday last, adds another deplorable instance 
to this list of wonderful and seemingly Rroviden 
.tial fact*.
The Retreat from Bull’s Ru».
The war correspondent of the jfew York World, 
gives the following description of the retreat;
But what a scene 1 and how terrific the onset 
of that tumultuous retreat. For three miles, 
hosts of federal troops—all detached from their 
regiments, all mingled ia one disorderly rout— 
were fleeing along the road, but mostly through 
the lots ou either side. Army wagons, sutlers’ 
teams and private carriages, choked the passage, 
tumbling against each other, amid clouds of dust, 
and sickening sighs and sounds. Hacks, con­
taining unlucky spectators of the late affray, were 
smashed like glass, and the occupants were lost 
sight of in the debris. Horses, flying wildly from 
the battle field, many of them in death agony, 
galloped at random forward, joining in the stam­
pede. Those on foot who could catch them rode 
them bare-back, as much to save themselves from 
being rua over, as to make quicker time. Woun­
ded men, lying along the banks—the few either 
left on the field nor taken to the captured hospit­
als, appealed with raised hands to those who rode 
horses, begging to be lifted behind, but few re 
garded such petitions. Then the artillery, such 
as was saved, came thundering along smashing 
and overpowering everything. The regular cav­
alry, I record it to their shame, joined in the me­
lee, adding to its terrors, for they rode down foot­
men without mercy. One of the great guns was 
overturned and lay amid the ruiua of a caisson, 
as 1 passed it. I saw an artillery man running 
between the ponderous fore end after wheels of 
his gun-carriage, hanging on with both hands, 
and vainly striving to jump upon the ordnance. 
The drivers were spurring the horses; he could 
not cling much longer, and a more agonized ex­
pression never fixed the features of a drowning 
man. The carriage bounded from the roughness 
of a steep hill leading to a creek, he lost his hold, 
fell, and in an instant the great wheels had crush­
ed the life out of him. Who ever saw such a 
flight? Could the retreat at Borodino have ex­
ceeded it in cc-nfusion and tumult ? I think not 
It did not slack iu the least until Centreville was 
reached. There the sight ofthe reserve—Miles’s 
Brigade—formed in order on the hill, seemed 
somewhat to reassure the van. But still the 
teams and foot soldiers pushed on, passing their 
own camps and heading swiftly for the distant 
Potomac, until for ten miles the road over which 
the grand army had so lately passed southward, 
gay with unstained banners, and flushed with 
surety of strength, was covered with the fragments 
of its retreating forees, shattered and panic strick 
en in a single day. From the branch route, the 
trains attached to Hunter’s Division caught the 
contagion of the flight, and poured into its already 
swollen current another turbid freshet of confusion 
and dismay. Who ever saw a more shameful 
abandonment of munitions gathered at such vft3i 
expense ? The teamsters, many of them, cut 
the traces of their horses, and galloped from the 
wagons. Others threw out their loads to accel­
erate their flight, and grain, picks and shovels, 
and provisions of every kind lay trampled in the 
dust for leagues. Thousands of muskets strewed 
the route ; when some succeeded in rallying a 
body of fugitives, and forming them in a line 
across the road, hardly one but had thrown away 
his arms. If the enemy had brought up his ar­
tillery and served it upon the retreating train, or 
had intercepted our progress with five hundred 
uf his cavalry, he might have captured enough 
attfrplTCg for a Trccl?a tcsst of tfiailKSgiving. A8~ 
it was, enough was left behind to tell the story 
of the panic. The route of the Federal army 
seemed complete.
A correspondent of the Philadelphia Press 
who visited Bull Run to assist in coveting the 
body of a friend who had been killed in the bat­
tle, states that the panic commenced among the 
teamsters and citizens, and was communicated 
to the men, a portion of whom came out from un. 
der a tremendous fire and retreated rapidly aud 
in disorder. The narrator continues :
“ The panic became general ; the scene was 
indescribable. The heavy teams—over one hun­
dred ia number—rushed madly over fields and 
fences; the carriages of citizens joined in the 
rush : the soldiers filled up the throng, and the 
stampede was complete. It was not ordered but 
a break was affected in the ranks, and away they 
went. The road was filled with accoutrements, 
blankets, muskets, provisions, &c., thrown from 
soldiers, carriages, and heavy Government teams. 
Wagons broke down and were left; horses, with­
out ridere, were galloping over everything ; oth 
ers, with traces flying iu the air, were rushing 
madly on. The roads were filled with dust.— 
Soldiers would give out and lie down by the way 
side, and there was no one to come for them.— 
Somo'hf the ffiprb resolute gathered up trophies 
of the day, but the opportunities to do so were 
few, and the danger was that of being run over 
by the teams rushing on behind. A large and 
apparently well-filled pocket book, evidently for 
a side pocket, was seen in the wreck of a carriage, 
but time permitted no delay to capture it. On 
they rushed to Fairfax, and there the panic yyas 
extended to those on duty and asleep. All were 
aroused, and joined in general stampede, and on 
they came to the city, where their adventures, as 
they are told, beggar description.”
A National Convention.
Mr. Wood, of New York, on Monday offered in 
Congress the following resolution for a National 
Convention :—
Resolved, That this Congress recommend to 
the Governors of the several States to convene 
their Legislatures for the purpose of calling an 
election of two delegates from each Congees-' 
8ional district to meet a general Convention at 
Louisville on the first Monday in September next 
—the purpose of said Convention being to devise 
measures 'for the restoration of peace to o.ur coun 
try.
This was promptly voted down by the Repub­
licans, 92 against it to 51 in favor of it. They 
will have no settlement; war to the knife, is 
their bloody motto. It is evident that those 
the North who would settle our difficulties by 
reason are powerless at present. They cannot 
stem the tide of Abolition fauaticism which 
drives all before it.
The Rebels well Provided For. 
Several facts ascertained during Gen. McClel­
lan's campaign in Western Virginia have sur­
prised people greatly. It is a surprise to most 
of us to learn that the transportation service, and 
the provisions, tents and blankets of the Virgin 
ians were superior to those of our troops. Their 
blankets and overcoats are said to have been of 
extraordinary excellence. ffiheir wagons were a 
vast deal better than those accompanying our ar­
my. Instead of the yaba’a being ia a starving 
condition, they had flocks fof sheep’; flhd heaps 
of «orn, and plenty of flour. The officers appear­
ed to have indulged largely ia sardines and cham­
pagne, from the multitude of boxes and baskets 
scattered about.
Pest Tijffie on Record.
On the Fashion Course, Long Island, on Thnrs 
day, a great race was had between Flora Temple 
and Ethan Allen and Mate, when the former 
made the astonishing time of odo mile in 2:20J, 
which ia the best on record.
General Scott.
The statement that Lieutenant General Scott 
condemned himself for allowing the battle of last 
Sunday to be fought, is confirmed by the authori­
tative statement made on Wednesday by Mr. 
Richardson, of Illinois, in the House of Repre­
sentatives. He said :
“ I repeat that General Scott ha3 been forced 
to fight this battle. I will tell him what occurred 
yesterday morning. My colleagues, Messrs Lo­
gan and Washburne, and, myself, were present 
with the President, Secretary of War and General 
Scott, In the course of conversation, General 
Scott remarked, ‘I am the biggest coward in the 
world.’ 1 rose from my seat. ‘Stay,’ said the 
Geneial, ‘I will prove it. I have fought the bat­
tle against my judgment, and I think the Presi­
dent ought to remove me to day for doing it. As 
God is my judge, be added after an interval of 
silence, ‘I did all in my power to make the army 
efficient. I deserve removal because I did not 
stand up when I could and did not.’’
While all will regret that General Scott should 
have allowed any influences to control his mili­
tary judgment, all will admire his candor in ac­
knowledging it, especially as it implies an as­
surance that he will never again err as he says he 
has done in this instance, Henceforth this war 
is to be conducted by soldiers, and politicians are 
to be kept in their proper sphere, or their advice 
is to be unheeded.—Pitts. Post.
What is said of the War in the Extreme 
South.
The rebel journals from States whence there is 
no mail, reaeh us through the Adams Express 
Company. A late number of the New Orleans 
Picayune has a series of speculations upon the 
probable results of the campaign in Virginia.— 
Here is a specimen :
“ One great victory in a pitched battle in Vir­
ginia will be incalculable vajue to the cause oi 
the South. It will disperse, at once the strange 
delusions under which a large part of the North 
is prosecuting this war with such a lavish disre­
gard of men and cost, that it is to be short quick 
overwhelming and complete, and that, by the in­
stant display of the immense Northern superior- 
in numbers, subjugation will be sudden and fi­
nal. That effected, the exhausted merchants and 
destitute laborers look for the re establishment of 
businjss and the regaining of the profits and oc­
cupations of old times. One signal overthrow in 
the field will dissipate all such ideas and awa­
ken multitudes to the startling conviction that 
what has been done at such painful costs, so 
fruitlessly, is to be repeated over again, with the 
demand for greater sacrifices as their means are 
wasted, and the hopes of success grow constant­
ly faiuter. One powerful blow, discomfitting 
their plans and driving them back, would be a 
fatal infliction upon the confidence at home and 
the credit abroad, without which they must give 
up even these purposes from sheer want of 
means.”
[Corretpondenee of the Clerelund Herald.'}
The History of the Great Battle.
THE UUIU lILGlUtMB.------------------ -----
The Ohio Regiments were in the thickest of 
the fight, but fortunately lost but few men. The 
1st regiment, under Col. McCook, has covered 
itself with glory. They were detailed at an early 
hour in the day to hunt up batteries, and they 
seemed to understand that work to perfection. 
The Grays were sent out as skirmishers early 
in the morning, and drove in the pickets of the 
rebels, and commenced the fight. These two 
Ohio regiments have been trained by Col. Mc­
Cook, and were frequently brought right into 
the very range and front of the enemy’s most 
'errible and formidable guns, but no sooner woald 
they see the fl ish than every man was prostrate 
upon his foce, and the balls and grape would pass 
harmlessly over them ; then they would up and 
at them with a vengeance in double quick time. 
Col. McCook was as cool and collected as when 
drilling his men upon parade ground, and issued 
his orders with bullets and cannon balls whist­
ling about bis ears as thick as hailstones, with­
out any apparent excitement whatever. Twice 
he was hemmed in by the enemy’s cavalry and 
ordered to surrender, but he was away in a tan 
gent, cooly remarking, that the ball had not been 
moulded yet to take his life!”
DEATH OF CAPT. M’COOK.
His younger brother, 17 years old, was a 
member of the 2d Ohio Regiment, and was left 
as a guard to the hospital. One ot the enemy’s 
cavalry dashed upon him and ordered him to 
surrender; the brave youth, with fixed bayonet, 
6teady Derve, and cool bearing, replied, “/• never 
surrrender The father, Judge McCook, who 
had all the day been arduously engaged in assis­
ting and taking care of the wounded, bringing 
them in from the field, and that too at the im­
minent peril of his own life, was in the hospital 
tent and heard the order to his son, and saw oth­
ers of the enemy’s cavalry near by, and rushed 
out and speaking in a loud tone, “Charley, sur­
render for God’s sake or you are lost.,’ Charley 
turned to his father, and with all the lion in 
his countenance replied, “Father, 1 will never 
surrender to a rebel.” In a moment a ball 
pierced his spine, but he instantly discharged 
his musket at the rebel horseman and laid him 
low in death, and then fell himself. The rebels 
then undertook to drug him off, but his father 
rushed in and released him, and he died yester­
day morning and is to be buried to day.
“Qreat GovernorWtpt Next?
It is a fact, that will hardly be credited, but 
nevertheless is a fact, that the Governor and 
Surgeon General of Qhio, have sent an order for 
$20,000 worth of surgical instruments— incl.udinfz 
obstetrical instruments| This is a highly preg- 
jiantfaci 1 Obstetrical instruments in an army 1 
Well: we are nonplussed. Qbstetrical instru­
ments p’rovided for the army at the exneh&a of 
the State!
We are willing that the State shall pay a hun­
dred thousand dollars for obstrectical instruments 
if she can thereby deliver herself of Abolition 
rule.—Logan Gazette.
wealthy gentleman of Worcester, Mass., 
who has a nephew in the rebel army at Sewell's 
Point, has sent a letter to Gen. Butler, offering 
$500 for the head of his traitorous relation.
Col. Loring, the sheriff of Ohio county 
Va., has taken the oath of allegiance to the New 
Virginia government, and cotnmencefl the col 
lection of taxes at ^heeling.
The New Orfeahs Delta says that the 
New York Marine Insurance policies cover loss 
es by pirates, an d not by privateers. Therefore, 
if the northern courts condemn southern priva­
teers as pirates, the Insurance Companies will be 
liable.
BggT “Peace,” “Peace,” “Peace,” is the lan­
guage of almost all J)emocratio papers in the 
country, and peace meetings are a good deal 
thicker now than war meetings were eight weeks 
ago.
Getting at the Facts.
We copy the following from the Boston Post 
ofthe 24th. It would seem that, after Gen. 
Scott, Gen. Patterson, Gen. McDowell, and 
other Generals have all bad their full share of 
abuse for the blunder at Bull's Run, it turns out 
that the President gave the order, and Gen.
Scott transmitted it to Gen. McDowell, Get- i i. i;
the saddle on the right horse :
“It is said and believed that Gen. Scott was 
opposed to McDowell’s advance, and that he so 
told the President. Jt was understood to beGeh. 
Scott's desire to delay the advance for ten or 
twelve days—in order, probably, to be cure of 
Patterson’s co-operati'on^biit the President in­
sisted upon an immediate movement, whereupon 
Gen. Scott said he could not assume the respon­
sibility of giving the order unless so'directly com 
tnanded by the President, when the latter replied, 
“Then, sir, I give the order,” and, in conse, 
quence, Gen. Scott transmitted it, and Qen. Mc­
Dowell, with inadequate force, marched to defeat­
leading our men to disaster and death. If the 
President has yielded to the clamor of partisans, 
in Congress and out—to Lovejoys, Blairs, Lanes, 
Greeleys and Raymonds—instead of adheriug 
to the counsel of a competent military adviser, 
he has committed a fault which merits the sever­
est execration of every loyal American citizen.
VVe have had enough of such vauntings as Chan- 
iler, Trumbull, Lane, Wade and others of their 
ilk in Congress have given us, and of such vile 
stuff—such festering treason—as has ruu through 
the columns of the N. Y- Tribune and Times.
The patience of the people will not endure it 
much longer. Frothy demagogues have abused 
the public ear, imperilled the Government, des­
troyed the prosperity of the people, and hazard­
ed all the blessings won by our fathers and be­
queathed to undeserving children, until a spirit 
has been kindled that will soon blaze forth into 
a consuming element, if this impudent work of 
mischief is not abated. There are wretches, 
feeding upon public contracts, seeking public 
positions and mere party advantages, who hold 
□ ot their country’s welfare of a straw’s weight 
against the gratification of their sordid ambition 
and hell-bred desire for revenge. Such traitors 
are more dangerous than those at Manassas—but 
the batteries of both will soon be unmasked, and 
when they are, the retribution demanded by an 
outraged people will be terrible H
--------------JSKt*---- ——'———
Who ordered the Advance oi ogr Troops.
The New York Times, a leading Republican 
paper, makes the following statement:
“Gen. McDowell is not at all likely to have 
fonght this battle on his own responsibility.—
Gen. Scott is known to have been opposed to the 
whole scheme from the beginning, and bis own 
declaration, repeated by Mr. Richardson in Con­
gress yesterday, proves that betas gttcrly hos­
tile to attacking the rebels at that time, and that 
he was overruled in this matter by his only su­
perior—the President himself. No one who 
knows Mr. Lincoln will believe for a inorpent that 
he put his own judgment against that of Gen.
Scott in so important a matter as this. But there 
is not the slightest doubt that he yielded to the 
urgent and almost imperative representations of 
that portion of his Cabinet whose views have 
heen reflenlad-hythe dribnne. and who have as- ! ll0n
serted fromTbe"beginning that 10,000 raspcould until, athid death, pitiful groans and apaliing 
“■ ‘ ‘ ' sights, it staunched the very earth. My Zouave
champion says, himself and comrades did hard 
fighting, stood up manfully to the murderous con­
flict, but never before knew what undaunted bra­
very and courage meant. He felt no further am­
bition to engage in such rencounters. Having 
been shot through the wrist by a revolver, after 
escaping the fearful Mississippi weapons and dis­
abled from further active participation in the 
struggle, he willingly retired to reap the glory 
won, convinced that to fight against Mississippi, 
ans vyith flowSe knives And pistols, after receiv­
ing a volley of their 6harp-cracking rifles, is no 
ordinary fun.
march from Washington to Richmond with the 
gratest ease. It is these men who have con­
strained the President for the moment to over­
ride (he opinion and the wish of Gen. Scott, and 
to order the battle which has resulted in so much 
of shame to the national arms.”
It is, then, (remarks the Statesman,} reduced 
to this : Gen, McDowell could not nor did not 
do it on his own responsibility. “Gen. Scott is 
known to have been opposed to the whole scheme 
from the beginning,” but “that be was overruled 
by his only superior—the President himself,” and 
he was controlled by n “portion of his Cabinet 
whose views have been reflected by the Tribune." 
So this “second Jackson” moved the army 
against the positive judgment of Gen. Scott, at 
the suggestion of the New Yoik Tribune! We 
all know the result. The Democracy are told if 
they do not sustain the “war policy ofthe Presi> 
dent” that they are “traitors.” They are asked 
to sustain that which the President's own friends 
are loudly condemning! Such war policy as 
this, will lose us battles and thousands more of 
as gallant American soldiers as ever shouldered 
a firearm.
It may be important to some persons to sus­
tain Mr. Lincoln, but we regard it as more im­
portant to sustain our gallant army and protect 
the lives of our soldiers from loss by such blun­
dering management.
The Cabinet.
The New York Times is very severe on the Tri­
bune for recommending the dismissal ofthe Cab­
inet, and in the same paper says :
But while so much is true of the Cabinet as a 
unit, there is no question but that well-grounded 
distrust, tending strongly to diminish the patriot­
ic impulse of the people, exists in regard to one 
ortwoofits members. The two Departments 
which have immediate charge ofthe prosecution 
of the war, are not filled by men who command 
enough of the public confidence to perform their 
duties with vigor and success. The Secretary 
of War, through whose hands the larger portion 
of the thousand millions the war is likely to cost 
must necessarily pass, is surrounded by influen­
ces utterly incompatible with the proper dis­
charge of his functions.”
If these men who “have the immediate charge 
of the prosecution of the war,” are not fit, from 
the influences surrounding them, why is the Tri 
bune to blame for demanding their dismissal? 
Again, the Times says;
“It is known and need not be longer concealed, 
that there is in the Cabinet an element of intense 
hatred of pen. Scoti. Perhaps Mr. Blair emhod’ 
ies and represents it more thoroughly than any 
other member. He has made no secret of it, 
but has often, in spite of the gross breach of 
official propriety which such an act iuvolveb, 
dsnounerd the General in pudlic places as utterly 
unfit for his high position. Tt seems to us quite 
time that the President should make bis choice 
between Gen. Scott and those members of his 
Cabinet who would substitute for his experience 
and military skill, their own resentments and ig­
norant pretense. His Cabinet h&s been distract­
ed, and his own action weakened long enough 
by these presumptuous and disastrous counsels.”
We want no furiher evidence than the 
to prove that the Tribune, had strong grounds 
for making the demand for the removal of the 
Cabinet.
Mr- Alison, of England, is reported as 
saying that “ j he only remedy far America is a 
monarchy.” This would be curing us of some 
such nasty disease as the measles, by inocula­
ting our system permanently with the Arena’s
The \Var Department has just closed a 
contract for 50,000 Enfield rifles.
A New Way of Fighting—Mississipians 
versus New York Fire Zouaves5 -^Sow 
ie Knife Fighting-Thrilling Jfccidenft' 
A letter in the Baltimore G).'h,‘date<f Washing! 
ton July 25, gives the following terrific account 
of the way Mississipiana fought with their bowie
knives at Manassas:
One of the New York Fire Zouaves, who was 
wounded at the battle of Manassas on Sunday 
last, a stalwart, hardy fellow of considerable in­
telligence, passed through this city yesterday, en 
route homeward, remaining here several hours 
waiting for the cars. He, of course, has the 
privilege, like all others, of telling his own tale, 
without apprehending, for the present at least, 
successful contradiction. From him I obtained 
a thrilling narrative of a renconter between his 
regiment ancl a regiment of ^lississipians :
After the battle had been raging for some 
hours, according to toe account of this Zouavian 
hero, he saw an immense body of Mississipians, 
accompanied by some (believed to be) Baltimo­
reans, rush furiously over the Confederate ram­
parts. They at once saw the conspicuous uni­
form of the Zouaves, and made at them. The 
Mississipians, after approaching near enough, 
sent a terrible volley from their rifles into the 
Zouaves ranks. This done, they threw their guns 
aside and charged onward until each contending 
enemy met face to face and hand to hand, in ter. 
rible combat. The Mississipians, having dis­
carded their rifLs after the first fire, fell back up 
on their bowie-knife?. Those were of huge di. 
mensions, eighteen to twenty inches long, heavy 
proportion and sharp, or two-edged at the point. 
Attached to the handle was a lasso, some eight to 
ten feet in length, with one end securely wound 
round the wrist.
My informant says when these terrific warriors 
approached to within reach of their lasso, not 
waiting to come in bayonet range, they threw 
forward their bov/ie-knifes at tfie Zouaves after 
the fashion of experienced h&rpocnera striking at 
a whale. Frequently they pluDged in, and pene. 
trated through a soldier's body, and were jerked 
out, ready to strike again whilst the first victim 
sunk into death. On several occasions the terri. 
ble bowie knifis was transfixed in a Zouave, and 
the Z mave’s bayonet in a Mississipian, both im­
paled and falling together. §o skilfully was this 
deadly instrument handled by the Mississipian 
that he could project it to the full lasso length, 
kill his victim, withdraw it again with a sudden 
impulse, and catch the handle unerringly.
If by any mischance the bowie knife missed 
its aim, broke the cord fastening it to the arm, 
or fell to the earth, revolvers were next resorted 
to and used with similar dexterity. The hand to 
hand closing in with both pistol and bowie knife, 
cutting, slashing, carving and shooting, almost 
in the same moment, was awful beyond descrip- 
Blood gushed .from hundreds of wounds
Who Cares ?
The following characteristic poem ja in the 
Sunday Times—from the pen, we take it, of the 
leading editor of that journel, Colonel DuSolle :
“New York has been disgracing itself beyond 
all expression in permuting the' wives and fam­
ilies of our brave volunteers to suffer for want of 
food while “red tape” was passing through the 
“circumlocution office” the appropriation for 
their relief. r ‘
We cannot comprehend the apathy that seems 
to prevail over the noisiest of our public human 
itarians on this subject; for surely, if anything 
in the world is entitled to onr sympathy, it is the 
helpless “household gods” of the meh who batfe 
voluntarily departed to shed their blood in de­
fence of us and our property, as well as of our 
country. Shall we express the public sentiment 
in this wise :
WHO CARES.
Down in a basement damp and cold,
Where the air is rank and the walls are old;
Where the sun never comes, and the rats are bald.
Is a woman at prayers.
A. woman so sad and so faint.' and I fear 
Without food to eat or a friend to choer ;
But—she’s only the wife of a volunteer !
Who cares ?
Her husband’s away! on land or on sea,
He’s fighting for you and fighting for me;
He’s fighting for all that is great and free,
As a patriot dares
He’s shedding his blood for all we hold dear—
She’s begging for bread—she’s begging us here ;
But—She’s only the wife of a volunteer !
Who dares ? • . ,
Southeri? Statement.
Louisville, July 28.
The Richmond Whig of the 24th, regarding 
the battle of Bull’s Run, sayS the enemy opened 
their batteries of heavy artillery and small field 
pieces about 8 o’clock in the morning. The en­
emy’s force at least 50,000—our force was 20,- 
000. Men never fought more desperately than 
ours. The number of our killed and wounded 
cannot be ascertained—i't is estimated at 500 
killed and wounded, while the enemy’s loss was 
not less than several thcuaanffi
The Oglethorpe Light Infantry of Georgia 
were nearly annihilated. By the cars last even­
ing, Jeff. Davis returned D6m fha baifla field.
In response to the enthusiastic ca'Ks from an 
immense crown, he alluded to the grand and ab­
sorbing topic ol the day, the etfem/.' With the 
taxes they had been imposing on us for twenty 
years they had fitted dflt An Army on a magnifi­
cent scale. They had'eome over ’ to Virginia 
with ammunition, arms, and ambulances, fitted 
up in style and luxury, as though they thought 
they were still taxing the South. Five or six 
hundred wagons of provisions’bf evfory kind in 
abundance for the ^hote’campaign bf 50,000 
men, with their finest parks of heavy and light 
artillery, were Qurs.’' r|’hey fled, and left every­
thing they cdu.d throwaway. The train brought 
in six hundred prisoners, and there twelve hun­
dred more coming, including sixty-five officers. 
The probability is that tfle enemy lost ten thous­
and men. Our casualties will not exceed tweln 
hundred.
6^“ James Redpath has written a letter to the 
New York Tribune, proposing to convey ter 
thousand “contrabands” from any Southern port 
which the Government may designate, to Hayti 
for the enm of twelve dollars per head.
$©“Mrs. Norton’s beautiful and affecting po. 
em “Bingen on the Rhine,” has been publish­
ed in the Banner before, but it is one of those 
undying productions that will be read and re* 
read every time it appears in print, and more es' 
pecially at the present moment when the “spark 
of life has flad” from many a brave soldier on 
field of battle.
BIAGEIV O1V THE RHINE.
br HON. MRS. NORTON.
A soldier of the Legion 
Lay dying at Algiers ;
There was a lack of woman's nursing,
There was a dearth of woman's tears,
But a comrade stood beside him,
While his life-blood ebbed away,
And bent with pitying glanoes,
To hear what he might say;
The dying soldier faltered,
As ho took his comrade’s hand,
And he said, “I never more shall see 
My own, my native laud;
Take a message,"and a token 
To some distant friends of mine,
For I was born ’at Bingen, >•
At Bingen on the Rhine.”
Tell my brothers and companions,
When they meet and crowd around
To hear my mournful story 1
In the pleasnnt vineyard ground,
That we fought the battle bravely-—
And when the day was done,
Full many a corpse lay ghastly pale 
Beneath the setting sun;
And 'midst the dead and dying,
Were some grown old iu wars—
The death-wounds on their gallant breasts, 
The lq-st of many scars; - ■ -
But some were young, and suddenly 
Behind life’s morn decline,
And one had come from Bingen—
From Bingen os th® Rhine.
Tell my mother that her other sons 
Shall comfort her old age,
For I was like a truant bird,
That thought home a cage;
For my father was a soldier,
And even when a child,
My heart leaped forth to hear him tell 
Of struggles fierc® and wild; ’
And when he died and left us 
To divide his scanty hoard,
I let them take whate’er they would —
But kept my father’s sword,
And with boyish love I hung it
Where the bright light used to shine,
On the cottage wall at Bingen—
Calm Bingen on the Rhine.
Tell my sister not to weep for mo,
And sob with drooping head.
When tho troops are marching home again 
With gind and gallant tread—
But look upon them proudly,
With calm and steadfast eye,
For her brother was a soldier, too,
AdJ not afraid to die—
And if a comrade seek her love,
I ask her in my name
To listen to him kindly,
Mithout regret or shame—
And to hang the old sword in its place.
My father’s sword and tnlhe, <
For the honor of old Bingen- 
Dear Bingen on tflo Rhine.
Tk*re’s another—not a sisteT—
^/UFfTie happy day® Aono by, 
oil’d have known her by the merriment 
That sparkled in her her eye—
Too innocent for coquetry—
Too fond for idle scorning—
Oh friends, I think tho lightest heart 
Alakes, sometimes, heaviest mourning; 
Tell her the last night of my life—
(For ere this moon be risen,
My body will be out of pain,
My soul be out of prison,)
I dreamed I stood with her, and saw 
The yellow sunlight shins 
Cn- the vine clad hills of Bingen- 
Fair Bingon on the Rhine.
I saw the blue Rhine sweep along—
’ 1 heard, ot seemed to hear,
The Gorman soDgs wa used to sing,
In the chorus sweet and clear—
And down the pleasant river,
And up the slanting hill, •
The echoing horns softnded,
Through the evening ealm and still— 
And hero blue eyes were on me,
As we passed with friendly talk,
DoWn many a path beloved of yore,
And well-remembered walk—
And her little hand lay lightly,
Confidingly on mine,
Hut'we’ll meet no more in Bingen—
“ Loved'Bingen on the Rhine.
Ilis voice grew faint and hoarse—
His grasp was childish weak—
His eyes put on a dying look—
J|e sighed and ceased to speak—
Hi's comrade bent to )ist to him,
But the spark‘of life had fled;
Ttfo'solkies ot the Legion 
In a foreign land was dead!
And the soft moon rose up sjoyly,
And calmly she'looked down
On the red sand of the battle field 
With bloody corses strewn—
Yes, calmly on the dreadful scene,
Her pale light seemed to shine,
As it shone on distant Bingen,
Fair Bingen on tho Rhine. •
[From the R. K. Day Booh.} ' 
[As lhe Republican papers advocate that the 
fury ofthe present war be turned upon Southern 
homes, we earnestly request all our exchanges in 
favor of peace to publish and call the attention of 
their lady readers to the letter below, from a host 
of women in this city. Circulate the document.— 
Eds.D.B.]
Sepoy Republicans.
Circular Letter from Now York AVomen, J’o 
Patriotic Women of the Free States:
The fact can no longer be disputed that the poli­
cy of the Republican party, as avowed by its or­
gans of the press in this city, is nothing less than 
a war of extermination. Those editors, in their 
sanguinary zeal, far outrun our acknbwledged mil­
itary leaders. They nov^ insist upon uncondition­
al emancipation of the slaves throughout the 
Union by the Federal Government, suggesting 
confiscation, and the promotion of slave insurrec­
tion, as the meaus by which they hope to carry 
cut their schemes. President Lincoln has declar­
ed to individuals in4this city his conviction that 
confiscation is illegal, and that the positioii taken 
by Genera! Butler in regard io fugitive slaves can­
not be cbhsfltutionally sustained. The pen and 
ink warriors having therefore decided on insurrec­
tion; on® of them now goes so far as to say that 
“all the peculiar instita-lion seems to want is a 
leader, whert a second Sail Domingo massacre will 
be the ifteVi'table consequence.” They hope also 
to enlist the aid of England in the enterprlze, and 
exult in the prospect of deluging the country, not 
oniy with the' biood at her Son's, but that of her 
fair daughteis and their children. The women ol 
the couutry, entirely inndeentef haying caused 
the present national calamities, are yet the great 
est6ufferers from them. The burdens of pecunia­
ry embarrassment-—the distractibns of business— 
the demoralizations of military life—the loss of 
kindred and friends—the sufferings that follow in 
the train of civil war—and the disgrace incurred 
in the eyes of civilized nations—fall heavily upon 
them. And the terrorism inaugurated by those 
who have plunged the nation iuto an internicine 
s rife, smothers attempts at remonstrance egainst 
it, on the part of the men not engaged, for these 
Sepoy editors define “treason” to be, the express­
ing of preference of any rule to their own. Bu: 
the denial of citizenship to women—which pre­
vents them from averting these calamities—also 
renders it impossible for women to commit ”tre9
son’’ and leaves them free to act according to theif 
judgment. Now, that the humane Instincts of 
American men are beginning to assert themselveSj 
is it not the duty of our women to rouse them* 
selves to work on behalf, not only of their south* 
ern sisters, but of the whole country 7 Their 
home influences give them power that should be 
wielded for peace. Let no adverse action ofthe 
Congress about to assemble, deter them fiom thia 
merciful enterprlze. As soon ns the general sen­
timent can be so crystalized as to present effective 
force, Mr. Lincoln and his ultra advisers will bs 
obliged to accept such compromises as may put an 
end to the war. One of the most unprincipled of 
these is already driven to the declaration that “the 
people possess the power to close the gates of Ja­
nus.” Women may do much for peace, not only 
with those who stand in near relation to lhem,*buc 
with the ignorant of their household and neighbor­
hood whose credulity has been practised on to sub­
serve the sanguinary purposes of those anxous to 
prolong the war. To the young, especially, they 
owe it—to mark and condemn the treasonab'a 
teachings alluded to, and to show us as in a glass 
what the future historian will record. Many of 
them use the pen to transcribe the events of the 
day, and take their place among the best histori­
ans and Instructors of the people. ■ Let none fall; 
In their duty to those who must in future rule 
the country and its destinies.
It is our misfortune to be the cotemporaries of a 
trailer to hummity who is chiefly responsible for 
the present lamentable state of public affairs^ 
whose boast it is lhat he has trained a generation 
to haired of the South; whose unceasing libels 
and irritating assaults have goaded Southerner* 
Into disaffection and weakened the fraternal bonds 
that ought to have been sacred forever: who nowr 
gloats over the fearful spectacle of a nation—his 
nation—in its death-agonies, aud safe at a distance 
from the conflict—in which he would, on no ac­
count, venture his own person—scatters abroad 
his ferocious diatribes, and coolly recommends 
barbarities banished thousands of years ago from 
the warfare of civilized nations. While other ty­
rants have indulged their vindictive passions of 
alien foes, it has been reserved for Horace Greeley 
—for whom history has no parallel in the mean­
ness of wickedness—to in tigate atrocities against 
his ow’n countrywomen, simply ou account of 
their helplessness. Let every woman, however 
feeble may be her voice, use it for ths encourage­
ment of brave men to withstand this savage cru­
sade—till a chorus, in manly tones swell over all 
the free States,' DowwHm ths Traitor Grks- 
lev!—Down with the Sepoy Republicans !
New York, June 25th, 1861.
From the Revs York Obtereer.—(Pretbyterianf
Dangers of the Hour !
Never, never In the “history of this people, was 
the danger of national corruption and consequent 
destruction, so imminent as at this moment. W® 
hear it said, on all hands, that a higher and purer 
public morality, a profounder reverence for lawx 
and a sterner sense of political virtue are to spring 
from the disturbed ocean of trouble on which our 
ship of etate Is now tossing. It would be worth 
all it costs in money &. lives, if the corruptions of 
party politics would. be cured and moral health re­
stored;’if We coUld see ttie days brought back 
when honest and capable men would be put into 
offices of trust and power by the intelligent VOi6® 
of enlightened constitnenfs’, and venal-and ambi­
tious demagogues would be hurled from public con­
fidence. v y ’ a ““
But the prospect before ns i< not bright with 
such promise'! ''Already the progress of the pres­
ent conflict has been marked by facts that fill the 
moralists and patriot with the profoundest enxlety 
and alarm. Some of these we will frankly state.
tTDSTitarestfrffruTfllmW-of contracts for the 
supply of the army with food and clothing. On® 
would suppose that the very last of all wickedness 
that men could perpetrate would be the making 
money by inflicting suffering upon the solder* 
who have gone to fight the battles of the country? 
But there are men who v/ill seize this as a golden 
opportunity to fill their pockets I y cheating the 
government and robbing the army, and endanger1-' 
ingthe very life of the great cause. Humanity 
blushes to make the shameless record, but th® 
men who are base enough to do it, sre among us, 
and claim to be respectable. The war will bring 
out scores of them, who will grow rich bythe 
wrongs th«v inflict, and the longer the war lasts, 
the richer they will grow. “
2. The 'appointment of politicians io military 
offices, without regard to qualification. ' In the 
regular army of the United States, and in civil life 
there are men who have had military education, 
and are willing and anxious to take positions e£ 
great responsibility in this war. But civilians 
who have not the knowledge necessary to com­
mand au army on a holiday parade, are intrusted 
with the awful destinies of this war. Thus far ail 
that has been well done in action has been under 
the lead of regular army officers: tho bltrncters and 
disasters have been the result of ignorance and in­
competence.
3. The most alarming among all the signs of the 
times is the disregard shown by many ofthe lead­
ing political journals to the spirit and the letter of 
the Constitution of the United Slates. It is no 
longer concealed, it is boldly avowed day after day 
that the Constitution must be invaded; overstep­
ped, in other words, trampled upon, in order to 
carry on and carry out this war. This is corrup­
tion oi the rankest sort. This is the utter aban­
donment of political morality; and the country is 
in the last Bta?es of desirable existence, when 
good men on whom we have relied as the support­
ers of national virtue, tell us that the Constitution 
is not to stand in the-way of the President, in the 
management of our’public affairs. Sucix men 
should remember that the 2 Constitution is above 
the President,but all men owe it to the Constitu­
tion. And when the doctrine becomes popffinr, 
as it is to-dHy, that iu times ofgreat piiblic’danger 
and jatiocal exigencies, the charier of all our pol­
itical rights may be disregarded by those who are 
sworn to defend it, then our liberties are already 
gdne, and they can be recovered only by such a 
struggle as it takes to cast out devils from one gof- 
sessed.
To be forewarned is te be forearmed. It is the 
duty of religious patriotism to sound the alarm, ta 
cry aloud and spare not. We know that pienty 
may return after famine has wasted the land.— 
Peace may smile when grim war has hid his face 
and harvests may wave again over fields'that have 
been fattened with blood. 8ut wheq moral cor* 
ruption eats into the heart of a people, and law 
ceases to ba respected by those Who expound it, 
tho days of national purity and prosperity are 
numbered, and we no longer have a goverument 
worth any good man’s regard. ' 'it
The Desperation of Our Officers nt the. 
Hattje of $ffan$.ssE.8. -•
The N, f.' Post'says :
A distinguished member of Congress, who 
spent Saturday night in the camp below Centre* 
ville, saw General McDowell and severs' of his 
staff. After talking ' for some time with them; 
he turned aside ano wrote tbe following npon a 
letter envelope: “Saturday night, 10 P. M.— 
After full ebnvergaiton with some of the princi­
pal officers ofour army, I am convinced that they 
have little expectation of wirirnng this battle, 
which it has been decided to offor to tbe tnemv 
’o-morrow morning ; and I am «’< aady‘ prepared 
for defeat.” McDowell remarked to ofie of j;ia 
officers who opposed the prapositror, lo'e^j$‘ 
m the enemy Sunday morning, “We "roust’be 
willing to run great risk for the sake of the bee-' 
-fit to be derived at this particular juncture."
• --- *-----— ------------—__ zz • •
A correspondent of the New York Ob­
server, referring to the war sermons which new 
^uite generally disgrace the Christiau pulpit 
says :
“It is a manifest perversion of the Sabbath._ _
xod appointed a day r f rest—tbe periodical 80S- 
lension of worldly toil and care.”
Mr. Robert Dale Owen is said to be writ, 
ng a companion volume to bis “Footfalls on tb$, 
Boundary of Another ’K’orld.” -u. -
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DEMOCRATIC MEETING.
The Democratic Meeting, on Saturday last, to 
appoint Del.eg.aiea to the State Convention at Col- 
ambus, was pretty fully attended. A. M. 3h:pley 
presided, and B. Thornhill and P. 3. Hurd ac­
ted as Secretaries. The following Delegates and 
alternate Delegates were appointed, viz i
Delegates,- -Is. Harper, W. J. McGugin, John 
Lyal, R. fulloss, T. R. Potter.
Alternates,— Dr. Critvhfield, John Harrod, 3. 
S. Mitchell, E. D. Bryant, L. D. Rankin.
Air. Vallandighm’s Speech.
We have had a general call from our Demo
eratic subscribers, for the recent speech of the 
Hon. C. L. Yaiiandigham, in the House, and te 
satisfy the wishes of our friends, we shall lay it 
before our renders in next week’s Banner.
GEJff. McCLELLAN.
fhe transfer of Geo. McClellan to the com­
mand of the main army at Washington, appears 
to have given new life to, and inspired fresh 
confidence in, the great Army of the North, 
Heretofore, owing to the lack of confidence in 
some of the officers, and the reprehensible at­
tempt of partisan politicians to assume the di­
rection of all the armyrnovements, nothing but 
disaster, defeat and disgrace has attended the 
Potomac division of the army. The soldiers 
fought we1.!, nobly, bravely ; but with every thing 
against them, it is astonishing their miifortunes 
w«re not greater.
It is now announced that Gen. McClellan is 
to be Gommander-in-Chief during war, and that 
his voice will control all active movements. His 
plans of operation are kept to himself; and will 
not te communicated to the reckless correspon­
dents of the Satanio press in New York, to be 
telegraphed over the country, for the benefit of 
the enemy.
Wb have much confidence in Gen. McClellan, 
not only on account of his great military expe­
rience,-courage, judgment and indomitable en­
ergy, but hecauso he i3 a Democrat, who will 
conduct the war in a fair, honest and legitimate 
manner, to put down rebellion and assert the 
supremacy of the laws, and not as an Abolition 
crusade against the people and institutions of 
the South, as proposed by some of the “irrepres­
sible” leaders cf the Republican party.
The Part which Mr. Riddle, M. C. from 
Ohio, Took iu the Flight. 1
Mr. ftidik-, member of Congress from Ohio, 
writes a letter to the Cleveland Leader, concern­
ing bis experience at the battle of Manassas, 
irom which we make the following extract:
“Well the further they (the soldiers) ran, the 
more frightened they grew, and, althouyh we mo­
ved oft as rapidly as we could, the fugitives pass­
ed us by scores.
*»*♦«»»
The heat was awful, although now about six ; 
the men were exhausted—their mouths gasped, 
their, lips cracked and blacked with the powder of 
the'cartridgeSlhey had bitten off in the battle ; 
iheir'eyes starting in frenzy—no mortal ever 
saw such a mass of ghastly wretches.
* * * # •
“As we passed the poor demented, exhausted 
wretches who could hot climb into the high close 
baggage wagons, they made frantic efforts to get 
on to and into our carriage. They grasped it ev­
erywhere, and got on to jt, and into it, and over 
it, and implored us every way to take them on.— 
IFe had to be rough with them. At first they 
loaded us down to a stand still, and we had to 
push them off and throw them out. Finally 
Brown and I, with a pistol each, kept them out. 
although one poor devil got in in spite of us, and 
we'lugged the coward two miles. 1 finally open 
ed the door and he was tumbled out.
Mr. Riddle, the writer of the above elegant 
production, is the Black Republican Member of 
Congress from Cleveland, and his companion 
'‘Brown,” is Editi r of the Ohio Funner. We pie. 
sum9 the people of Cleveland will give Riddle a 
grand reception upon his return home.
Of all the infamous things (says the Crists) 
that we ever saw from the brain and heart of an 
abolition Congressman, the above surpasses it in 
cold blooded barbarity and cowardly scoundrel- 
ism.
It was not enough to march our valiant sold­
iers, (nine tenths of them better qualified for 
seats in Congress than this official wretch) to the 
battlefield without food, without water, and have 
them stand the bloody siege of seventeen hours 
in the broiling sun, but they must receive from 
the cowardly civilians, lookers on, this iuhumatf 
treatment—these foul words of reproach and de­
gradation.
“IMPUDENCE.”
Under the above head tbe Cadiz Sentinel has 
the following editorial. The Sentinel at first, 
came out iu favor of the war, I cheving that it 
was to be a war for the preservat ion of the Union 
and the maintenance of our free institutions ; 
but being now convinced that it wrs deceived 
ai to the objects of the war, it says:
“The leaders of the Black Republican party 
are possessed of a large amount of the coolest 
kind of impudence. These fellows who have 
done nothing else all their lives but abuse, resist, 
and give discouragement to every Democratic 
Administration they huve lived under, now have 
the cool effrontery to say to Democrats “it is 
wrong for you tc oppose Mr. Lincoln's adminis- 
(ration. He is President, and every snan id a 
tory who opposes him." Is not such cool to come 
from the slanderers and abusers of Jackson, Van 
Buren, Polk, Pierce, and Buchanan. During the 
time these gentlemen were President, every 
“whiffet” Of the opposition could not find mean 
language enough in Ilia vocabulary to use against 
them. And win U this country was engaged in 
a war with Mexico this same Mr. Lincoln, with 
hosts of other men of the same stripe, gave all 
the aid and encouragement to the warlike Mex­
icans they were capable of doing. Gentlemen, 
black republicans, take the beam out of your 
own eye, before you undertake to remove it from 
your brothers.
If this wis a war to uphold the Constitution 
aud sustain the Union, it woulJ be right and 
proper to aid and encourage Mr Lincoln in all 
of his constitutional acts, but as Mr. Lincoln’s 
j message, late votes of Republican members of 
Congress, speeches of their- prominent politi­
cians, and leading editorials in their organs, 
show the war to be for another purpose; that of 
fiOTabolishing slavery everwhete in the Union, 
abolishing State lines and govern mauls, and to 
build up a central organization or governments, 
is the duty of every lover ot his country to have 
nothing whatever to do with & war that is waged 
for any such purpose.
Rtati
A PANIC IN RICHMOND,
During th j battle of Bull's Run, as tho con­
federate batteries were stormed and taken, one 
by one, it seems that the rebels were abont to re­
treat, considering the day as loaf. The immense 
reinforcements from Manasses, however turned 
the scale, and changed the defeat to victory. 
The news of the secession disasters in the early 
part oi the day was telegraphed to Richmond, 
and created an intense panic in that city, and 
the rumor gained general circulation that the 
Northern Army was on its march to the Capital 
of Virginia. For weeks previously the mer­
chants had been sending their goods out of the 
city into the country, and when the news of the 
defeat began to circulate, the Union feeling made 
itself known, and the citizens very generally clam 
ored fur a surrender of the city, in order to avoid 
its bombardment and consequent destruction, by 
the federal troops. The pressare of publio sen 
timent was so great, that Jeff Davit ordered the 
pul He records, &c., packed up and sent on to 
iialtigh, North Carolina, and il was generally 
understood that the rebel President and his Cab­
inet were preparing to remove their headquarters 
to that city.
Thrilling Mementoes.
The Buffalo Commercial a&y a : “ We are in­
formed that a young lady, rosideut of this city* 
received, on Saturday last, via Washington, from 
a cousin who fought in the last battle between 
Bull’s Run and Manassas, a package containing 
three bullets, the history of which is as follows: 
They were all fired by the secessionists during 
the light, and entered the body and accoutrements 
of the cousin aforesaid, while he was engaged in 
Storming one of the rebel batteries in the ranks 
of a New York Regiment. One wounded him 
in the arm just above the elbow and lodged iu his 
knapsack. Another pierced the stock of his mus­
ket, and the last he found in his boot-leg after the 
engagement. As he received a slight flesh wound 
in the leg while retreating, he presumes that this 
bullet caused it.”
Facts for the People.
Dr. Shumard, whom Dennisou made Surgeon
General because he was his brother-in-law, was 
an applicant for the same position in the First 
Arkansas Regiment, and was rejected. So it 
seems tho only reason he is not a rebel, is be* 
cause tho rebels wouldn’t have him.
The &u'ctr?nan gives us these facts :
“Three millions of dollars were appropriated by
the Legislature, to be paid from the bard earn­
ings of the people, almost without asking a ques­
tion. It was put at the disposal of the Execu­
tive, three months since, and what is our condi­
tion now ? Of its improvident expenditure the 
whole people have complained. No one defends 
it that we know of. And now at this day, about 
seven hundred thousand dollars have been paid 
out, sod about twelve hundred thousand dollars 
of claim are in the hands of citizens, who are 
clamoring at the doors oi the State officers for 
payment, and cannot be paid.”
No Party Convention in Vermont.
The Republicans of Vermont recently called a 
convention, irrespective of party to nominate 
State Officers. Some Democrats attended. The 
result is told by a Democratic paper in the fol. 
lowing fable;
“ A lion, & dog and an ass went hunting to­
gether- Their booty was huge. A division was 
♦e be made. Quoth the lion, T will be fair: the 
booty shsll be divided into three equal parts.— 
The first part belongs to me. The second part I 
claim by virtue of my great strength, and woe 
to the animal that dure trouble the third.”
Tho Republicans of Vt. took the first offioe as 
a matter of right, the second because they were 
the strongest, and the third because they would 
not trust Democrats with it.
The No-Party Pretence.
The Seneca Falls Reveille, speaking of the no­
party pretence of the Republicans, refers to the 
duty of Democrats in these terms :
“ The Republican leaders have assured the 
people that party ties no longer existed. If such 
is really the case, it is evidence of returning wis­
dom ou their part, and that their organization, in 
hastening upon the country the difficulties which 
now surrouud us, has fulfilled its destiny and 
may be hereafter numbered among the things of 
the past. If there is no Republican party there 
can be no union this fall, and consequently there 
is but one alternative, and that is to support the 
Democratic party and the ticket which that par­
ty will most assuredly present to the people for 
their suffrages at the coming election. There 
is a Democratic party, and it is the party of the 
Union, under whose bread and patriotic banner 
all conservative, Union loving citizens can rally. 
The very existence and perpituity of the Union 
depends upon its success and prosperity.”
The Sandusky Register.
The Sandusky Register has been enamelled— 
the unavoidable consequence of these Lincoln 
“good limes.” We like the Register in every 
thing but its politics, and they are of the dark­
est shade ot Republicanism. From its frequent 
extracts from the Banner, we are inclined to 
think the Register folks don’t like our politics.— 
Well, we can’t help it. For late news, and punc­
tuality in publication, the Register is not exeel- 
led by any of the city dailies. In every thing 
but their confounded politics, we wish our friends 
of the Register abundant success.
“ The Ammunition Gave Ont.”
As the Albany Journal well remarks . “ Thia 
remark comes to us very often. We heard of it 
at Great Bethel. Several of our vessels have 
given that as an excuse for abandoning their at­
tack upon coast batteries. An important battle 
wa9 lost, for the same reason, ou the Kanawha. 
And last, but moat important, several of the bat­
teries at Bull’s Run had to stand still, or retreat, 
because “ the ammunition gave out I” This may 
all be excusable ; but it is to be hoped that we 
have heard the last of it.”
Congressional Influence with Gen- Scott- 
The Pittsburg Dispatch says :
A very reliable gentlemen informs us that, a
little over a week ago, Gen. Scott was called up­
on by a self-appointed committeo—members of 
Congress—and told by them he must move the 
army forward to Richmond—that if he did not, 
resolutions of censure would be introduced in the 
House.
One of Lincoln's Offioe Holders.
A Pennsylvania coal dealer went the-other day 
iu the engineer's office in Washington,' for the 
purpose of obtaining a contract tosnpply the na­
vy with coal. He found a young gentleman 
there who did not know the difference between 
anthracite and cannel, and on beiug asked what 
kind of coai was used in the navy, very promptly 
answered that “ the navy department always 
buys coal which will generate steam.”
Pay of the Officers.
The sum to be received by the officers of a 
regiment for three month’s service is as fol Ion a:— 
Colonel, $654; Lieut. Colonel, $582; Major, 
$525 ; Captain, $385 ; First Lieutenant, $325 j 
Second Lieutenant, $310} Adjutant, $370 ; 
Quartermaster, $403.
Goood News for„the Volunteers.
By the efforts of Messrs, Vallandigham, Pen­
dleton and Cox, the army appropriation bill has 
been amended in such a manner that our Ohio' 
volunteers will receive pay from the date of their 
enlistment, and not simply from the time at 
which they were mustered iuto service, j
Another Side to the Story.
The Washington Republican asserts fiat the 
President told Mr. Richardson, of Illinois, the 
day or the day before the battle, that Geueral 
Scott selected tbe time and place of attack, and 
that he had not interfered with the movement.— 
Who is to be believed ?
A Masked Battery.
The proposed union movemeut in this state is 
nothing but an Abolition masked battery, inten­
ded to blow up the Democracy. They have had 
time by warning, and instead of being caught in 
a rat trap, they will storm and take that battery 
on the second Tuesday of October next.
Field Officers to be Court Martialed.
It is rumored that four Field Officers are to be 
court martialed for unsoldierlike conduct on tbe 
battle field at Bull's Run last week. One is 
charged with taking refuge behind a stump du­
ring the fight: another wiih outflanking a hay­
stack, and gaining its rear; while the two last 
“oocupied” the back of a horse, and fled inglori. 
ously, as their regiments were engaged in fight­
ing- _______ ,f>ri________ _
The Proposed Attack on Washing ton.
The impression gains ground that the rebels 
will attack the city, if at ail, in the rear, crossing 
the river at some point or points between Great 
Falls and Leesburg. It is said that ihey have 
been taking soundings the whole distance.
A very loud ‘‘ Whisper” to “ Uncle Abe.”
We copy the following article from the Cincin­
nati Times, one of the leading organs of the new 
“ Union” or No-party party. The talk to “ Un­
cle Aba” is to the point, and might be regarded 
—if in a Democratic paper—as high (reason.— 
Talk ebout “ Uncle Abe” sinking “ party in pa­
triotism,” while he is daily using the political 
guillotine, decapitating every Democrat he can 
hear of in office, even down to the poor ostlers in 
the public stables. Read thearticle. Comments 
are necessary :
A Whisper,
Uncle Abe, a word in your ear. In your mes­
sage to Congress you spoke opprovingly aud 
worthily of the volunteers. You had seen them 
— looked on them as they passed in review by the 
White House, or as they paraded iu vast and 
proud columns over the Long Bridge, or as they 
lay in camp, on rebel soil, ready to sacrifice their 
lives for their country. The other night as vou 
promenaded in the beautiful grounds of the Ex­
ecutive mansion, if you had listened you could 
have heard the roar of cannon reverberating in 
the distant hills. We wish that you, yes you Un> 
cle Abe, had been so near to thoRe roaring can­
non, that you could have seen with your own 
eyes the behavior of those troops—how they 
charged upon those death dealing cannon, charg­
ed again and again, each time with the ranks 
less full, but none the less determined. And 
when they fell, to bear them wiih their dying 
breath shout, “ On ! on 1” to their comrades.— 
You would have wept, Uncle Abe, if you could 
have witnessed that scene—a scene which added 
new luster to the glorious name of our Republic.
Then, Unelo Abe, you wiped away tbe tear, 
you would look again and see those brave men 
retreating before '.he foe. Curb your astonish­
ment, and look into tbeir haversacks ! Six hours 
exposed to a galling fire, to a hot summer’s sun, 
enduring the most exhausting 'abor, and one 
hard biscuit each to eat! (J, Uncle Abe, when
you learned this fact, did you not bow your head 
in shame, and tremble for the safety of our be­
loved Republic? Such brave troops, such noble 
fellows, such invincible soldiers, starved to ex­
haustion on tho field of battle 1«
Don’t say it was not your fault. Uncle Abe.— 
At your door lies the crime. Before God and 
man you are responsible. You retain, you per­
sist in retaining, at the head of the War Depart­
ment, a politician who rolls in corruption- He 
has quartered his friends in the furnishing de 
partment of the army, and, like master like man, 
they rob the gallant soldier of his food even upon 
the field of battle. For heaven’s snke, Untie 
Abe, open your eyes. Sink all the politician in­
to the patriot, cast party to the dot’s, and drive 
these heartless thieves out of the Temple of tho 
Republic. You must do it, Uncle Abe. If you 
do not, tbe blood of thousands will be upon your 
hands, and the wails of millions of freemen will 
rend your ears as this great Republic falls into 
ruin '
More Swindling.
The New York Tribune gives the following 
account of a nice little operatioa for the pets of 
the Lincoln Administration. Read it:
The Catilixe.—For hard times, the specula­
tion in the steamer Catiline, burnt last week at 
Fort Monroe may be considered as satisfactorily 
pr< finable. Her first tost was $18,000. Tbe 
cost of rutfniug her for ten weeks would be much 
more tbau covered by $10 000 inure, making 28,- 
000 outlay. She wat> chartered to the Govern­
ment for $10,000 a month, making $25,009 for 
the ten weeks. A provision in her charter Be- 
8urer to her owners $50,000, nearly three times 
her cost, in case she is lest. She will have re* 
turned then to her owners $75,000 gross for ten 
weeks’ service. But she was also insured, it is 
said, for $25,000, making an aggregate of 100,- 
000. From thia sura deduct the first cost and 
expense of running, $28,000, and her net profit 
to the owners is $72,000 for ten weeks.
If these figures be correct, the Catiline assay be 
considered to have done a fair business. Wheth­
er they b« or not, or whether she was owned by 
Messers. Charles Stetson, O. B. Matterson, and 
G. C. Davidson, in part or iu whole, we hold sub­
ject to correction. But, inasmuch as I he charge 
is made, tho matter should be investigated. As 
we are about to incur tbe burden of an enormous 
debt, the people would like to know how much 
of the money is likely to go in little transactions 
of this sort.
300 Mounted Rebels Attacked by 50 Uni­
ted States Troops—The Former Routed 
with a Loss of Six Killed.
Kassas City, July 27. 
Col. Weir, commanding United States troops,
arrived here this evening. From him we have 
accouuts of a skirmish with 300 mounted rebels 
at Harrisonville, Missouri, on the night of the 
25th inst. The rebels were discovered posted on 
the hills surroundiug the town, aud were attack 
ed by Capt. Williams with ®0 men, killing six of 
the rebels and losing two of his own force. After 
the third round the enemy fled precipitately some 
of them throwing away their guns.
The following morning tbe Federal troops un­
der comtnaud of Major Van Horn took possession 
of the town and erected the Stars and Stripes over 
tbeir Court House. Having received orders to 
withdraw, they returned to this place, where a 
portion of them will be detailed as an escort to 
government traius for the Southwest.
Several stores are said to have been ransacked 
by the United States forces, but Colonel Weir 
pronounces the statement without foundation.
It is stated the enemy in the country surround­
ing Harrisonville number from 600 to 1,000.
More Troop*.
IXOIAXAPOI.18, July 31.
The 2lst Indiana Regiment, under command 
of Col. J. W. McMillen, left this P. M- for Wash­
ington. Two other regiments will leave thia
8H Sorte of
fia?* The Rhode Island battery fired six hun­
dred rounds during the late battle.
In the late battle, the Fife Zouaves, at 
each fire, as they would perceive the rebels fall, 
would exclaim “ Ellsworth 1”
Mr. Russell of the London Times suc­
ceeded in forwarding a report of the Battle at 
Bull s Ruu by the Boston steamer.
I®"* The Hotel business in New York is said 
to be exceedingly dull, amounting to almost noth­
ing, as compared with last year.
Firve hundred wagons, two thousnad 
horses and twenty-six hundred sets ot harness 
are to bo sent forthwith to Gea. Iiosecrans’ com­
mand.
fiQF* Ona of the letters of a Georgia school 
master, captured at the Rich Mountain camp, 
spells God Almighty in the following unique way 
—“ Goddle mity.”
The Petersburg (Va.) Express says that 
the Confederate troops now in Virginia and un­
der arms, is estimated at 170,000 men. There 
is a large enrolled force not yet equipped.
Lloyd, of Lloyd’s Minstrels, has been ar' 
rested on several charges ofbigatnj. He has an 
indefinite number of wives, and has for years 
been celebrated ns a marry jog man,
Gen. McClellan spent ten hours in the 
saddle, on Saturday, inspecting the lines of the 
army.
They had a tremendous hail storm in 
Chicago, on Friday night. The local of the 
Journal says he picked up hail stones as large 
as a hen’s eggs.
iSF” Gen. Beauregard in his official account 
of the battle at Bull’s Run, states that their loss 
was about 400 killed and 12,00 wouuded.
Coil. Wilcox, of the First Michigan Regi­
ment, telegraphs his wife from Richmond, stating 
that he is surrounded by his West Point class­
mates, and is receiving tho beat of treatment. 
He is wounded in the arm.
While tho Democracy rally around no 
flag but that of the Union, they will never cease 
to fight for freedom of religion, freedom of speech 
freedom of the press, freedom of the persons un 
der the protection of the habeas corpus, and trial 
by juries impartially lected.
fitsF* H. J. Raymond, Esq., of the New York 
Times, who was nearly run under by the stam­
pede at Solferino, had his buggy run into and 
smashed up at tho Bull's Run retreat.
The sub-treasury at New York is sending off 
heavy amounts of gold for disbursement at Wash­
ington and other points where troops are now 
collected in large numbers. The drain on Satur­
day was nearly a million of dollars.
6*3?“ Besides the contract for 50,000 English 
rifles, the Government had contracted for 50,000 
to be made in this country on the Springfield 
model, half of them at Hartford and half at Provi­
dence.
It is now said that Gen. PatterBcn did not 
disobey any positive orders to advance. Why no 
positive orders was sent him is a question not 
yet answered.
8@“ The Michigan 1st regiment at Bull’s Run 
went into action with 475 men and 25 officers 
and lost 9 officers aud 108 men in killed and 
wounded.
Col. James D. Cameron of the 79th New 
York, (Highlanders) who was killed at Bulls 
Run, was a Pennsylvanian by birth and about 
fifty years of age.
Gex, Banks has assumed the command 
at Harper's Ferry, whither Patterson had retreat 
ed. 19 regiments whose term had expired would 
not remain.
JB®“Dicxinson College, Pa., has conferred the 
degree of LL. D. on Hon. Edward Bates, Attor­
ney General of the United States. “Honors are 
easy.”
The Louisville Journal states fifty-one 
prizes in all have beeu taken by southern priva­
teers, whose aggregate value id computed to 
amount to $3,000,000.
6@“ The President is reported to have sent 
his grateful acknowledgements to the New York 
69th Regiment for their splendid bearing in the 
fight. Foremost in a gallant army, the Irishmen 
are gathering in the laurels of the war.
1 he New York Tribune says that the state­
ment that the wife of Gen. Beauregard has been 
living at the North has been doubted, but it has 
positive knowledge that she is now and has been 
all summer living in and around Hoboken.
On Thursday last, Samuel Adams, of 
Hartford, Conn , shot three times at his wife, who 
had recently obtained a divorce from him, but 
failed to kill her, as he evidently intended to do- 
He then cut his own throat and died iu a few mo. 
ments.
The Cherokee Indians have joined the 
rebels, notwithstanding the strenuous opposition 
made by John Ross, their President.
The Nashville Banner says that at Camp 
Trousdale, in drawing arms, a soldier received 
the identical musket he bore through the Mexican 
war, bearing his name, which he inscribed upon 
it when he was in the service.
Ohio, it is said, is to have for the
fiSaJP* Tho Richmond papers say a negro pick­
ed up a Colt’s Rifle at Bull’s Run, and sold it 
for $109. Arms are in demand South.
fi@T* Robert Toombs has resigned his office as 
Secretary of State in the “ Southern Confeder­
acy,” and R.M. T. H outer lias been appointed 
to succeed him. The cause of Toombs' resig­
nation is not given.
Some genius has conceived the brilliant 
idea of pressing all the lawyers into military ser 
vice—because their charges aro so great that no 
one could stand them.
fl@“ Sickles’ brigade have three fine batteries 
They are “ Waird’s steel rifled,” and will throw 
with great perciaion three miles.
The Charleston Courier learus that two 
more regiments Will be ordered from South Caro 
l;na to Virgiuia in a few days.
g&" Gen. Banks, in command of Harper’s 
Ferry, has about 15,000 troops at that point, and 
they are erecting strong entrenchments. They 
do not fear an attack.
#©“The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad is open 
from Wheeling to Cumberland, and trains are' 
runuing through. It is expected to have the road 
in running order to the Ferry in a short time.
6@“ G en. McClellan has issued an order pro­
hibiting the troops, officers and privates from 
leaving their cainos and visiting Washington ho­
tels; also, prohibiting the sale of liquor to them. 
Alike order everywhere might be very beneficial
•Sr J AMES W. Chenowitu, of Cincinnati, has 
been arrested on a charge of treason iu furnish* 
ing the rebels with pistols. Judge Leavitt fixed 
his bail at $5,000. His case will be for hearing 
at the October term of the U. S. Circuit Court 
at Cincinnati.
A Dispatch from Washington informs us 
that Colonel Carrington tell into the hands of the 
enemy. Is it possible that we are to be thus 
early bereaved of our own Carrington—tbe gi­
gantic military character that has towered above 
us all? Can’t the State Journal give U3 some 
assurance of his safety ?—Commercial.
“ Secesh.” Cor­
respondent.
The war correspondent of the Louisville Cour­
ier writes from Manassas as follows, of the battle
The Yankees, infamous in their tricks of war 
as well-as trade, advanced a larye column head­
ed by the Confederate dig, and when withiD fifty 
yards-opened a deadly fire upon the Fourth Ala­
bama Regiment. This caused a retreat, which 
the South Carolinians observing, they opened 
upon the Alabamians, thinking them c-neraies, 
aud nearly decimt.ling their ranks.
The fortunes or the day were evidently against 
us. Some of our best officers had been slain 
and the flower of our army lay strewn upon the 
field, ghastly in death or gaping with wounds,— 
At noou the cannonading is described as terrif­
ic. It was an incessant roar for more than two 
hours, the havoc and devastation at tbrs time 
being fearful. McDow»ll. with tbe aid of Pat­
terson's Divisv n of 20 000, had very nearly out 
flanked us, and were just in the act of posses 
sing themselves of the railway to Richmond.— 
Then all would have been lo8t, but most oppor­
tunely, I may say providentially, at this juncture, 
Gen. Johnston, with the remnant of his division, 
reappeared, and made one other desperate strug­
gle to obtain the vantage ground.
Gen. Johnston himself led the advance, and 
wild with delirium his ten thousand advanced in 
hot haste upon three limps the number. Twice 
was Shermau’s battery, that all day long had 
proveu so destructive, charged and tabe-n and 
our men driven back. The third time, Virgian- 
ians, Carolinias. Missisaippiafis and Louisianians, 
captured tbe great guns aud maintained their 
position.
About the pieces the dead and wounded lay 
five deep, so protracted and deadly had been the 
struggle. Now hope again dawned upon us, and 
just as the tide seemed turning in our favor, an­
other good omen illuminated the fortunes of tbe 
day that at times seemed so ill starred. Riding 
in a half column along our lines was a single 
horsemen with hat in band, waving to the men. 
and speaking brief words of encouragement. By 
intuition ail knew that this was President Davis 
and such a shout ns made the welkin ring arose 
—a shout of joy and defiance.
The President had just arrived by special train 
from Richmond, and Providence appeared to be 
with us again. I he contest was no longer doabt- 
ful. As I heard one of the officers say. our men 
could have whipped legions of Devils. The word 
“ Onward !” was given, Davis, bareheaded in the 
van. No more lingering or dallying. It was a 
grand and sublime onset of a few determined 
sons of liberty against the legions of despotism. 
The lines of the enemy were broken, their col­
umns put to flight, and until after dark the pur­
suit was continued. The rout was complete.— 
Off scampered the Yankees, throwing away guns, 
knapsacks clothing and everything that could 
retard their pogress. Thus was the day wo». 
and the long bright Sabboth closed, a lovely full 
moon looking down calmy and peaceful upon the 
bloodiest' fiel-I that the Continent of America ever 
witnessed.
Our loss is fully two thousand killed and woun­
ded.
The correspondent opens his letter by saying:
The victory has been dearly won — purchaseed 
indeed with the heart's blood of thousands of the 
bravest and truest men of tbe Cocfederate States.
And he closes it thus :
This is a sad day. The rain is pouring in tor­
rents. Thekilled and wounded are beiug brought 
in bv hundreds, and a gloom pervades all hearts, 
that even the sense of our great victory cannot 
relieve.
Views of Fighting.
Hero is what the celebrated Major Jack Down-
a-... . - war|ingaaidseveralyear8agoonfi<rhting-
thirty-three regiments of infantry, seven batteries --- ®
of artillery of six guns each, and twelve compan­
ies of cavalry.
E. M. Merrit of Norwalk, while digging 
in the rear of his carriage shop, recently found 
an old three pound cannon ball, which is sup­
posed to have been fired by the British, at the 
time of Trion’s expedition to burn that town.
The Cincinnati Enquirer learn3 from 
Lieut. Poe, that at the Rich Mountain engage­
ment, three rifle-guns were leveled at Judge Key, 
of that city, by rebels, who were only twenty 
yards from the Judge, neither of which took ef­
fect. The rebels were iu ambuscade, and were 
arrested.
The Fort Smith Times says : “ Arkan­
sas is one grand military camp. Companies are 
arriviug and departing daily for the scene of op­
erations in Missouri.
|^“ By the efforts oi Messrs. Vallandigham, 
Pendleton and Cox, the army appropriation hill 
has been amended in such a manner that our 
Ohio volunteers will receive pay from the date o^ 
their enlistment, and not simply from the time Rt 
which they were mustered into service.
S&" Capt. Coe, of Utioa, Licking county ar- j 
rived at Camp Chase, on Sunday morning last, 
with a fine company. This is the fifth company 
that L:cking county has sent into the field. Two 
more are nearly ready.
5^“ Taking the latest accounts of the rebels 
themselves, in relation.to their loss, it can not 
be much less than 3,000.
Thomas A. Scott has received the ap­
pointment of Assistant Secretary of War, and
“ In the matter of fighting there is one thing 
I always keep my eyes on, and I found Gen. 
Jackson of the same way of thinking, and that is, 
to depend less on folks who say they are ready 
to shed the last drop of their blood, than on folks 
who are ready to shed the first drop. Give a man 
eight dollars a day to make speeches in Congress 
with the right of free postage, and you hear 
enough of the ‘last drop’ matter ; when it comes 
to camp duty, then the ‘first drop’ folks have to 
stand at the rack at eight dollars a month.
The Killed and Wounded.
The Medical Director—Surgeon W. S. King 
—has made his official report of the dead and 
wounded at the battle of Bull’s Run. Surgeon 
King was in various parts of the field during the 
battle, giving directions, and he reports as fol­
lows :
It would be premature in me the absence of 
sufficient data, the reports of the regimental sur­
geons not yet being received, t> express a posi 
live opiniou as to the number kiled and woun­
ded in the action of tbe 21st. There were, no 
doubt, many concealed from observation, under 
cover of the woods and bushes, but judging 
from the number that I saw in varioas parts ot 
the field, and allowing a wide margin for those 
unobserved, I should think that the killed and 
wounded on our side did not exceed from 800
week for the same destination.
Companies are daily arriving here to fill up Capt. Gustavus A. Fox is Assistant Secretary of 
jnew regiments accepted from this State. j the Navy.
From Western Virginia.
Cincinnati, July 31.
Gen. Cox reached Gurley Bridge on the 29th 
One thousand flint lock muskets and several kegs 
, powder left behind by Wise in bis retreat, w>re 
i to rally ■ burned. It was thought Wise would 
make a staud at Lewisburg where he expected 
reinforcements from the East. He lost 1,000 
men by desertion since leaving Charleston.— 
Wise has burned a number of valuable bridges 
in his retreat np the Kanawha and carried off
most of tbe wagons and teams iu the valle’.
EFFECTS OF THE BLOCKADE.
ABSOLUTE BANKRUPCY IN THE WEST 
—the blockade: destk«yin«:us, 
INSTEAD OF INJURING THE SOUTH.
The people of the West are paying an awful 
penalty through the mistake of the East. Ibe 
sea-board cities may make a small gain by the 
utter ruin of tbe prices of produce in the Wesi» 
but in the end they can gain but little. Tbe fol­
lowing, from tho Iowa State Journal, tells a fear, 
ful story:
“Open the Mississippi —The blows dealt by 
the Administration to punish disloyalty are most 
fearful in their recoil.
“The loyal North West is being ruined by tbe 
measures taken to harrass and disturb the coun­
try of the Southern Mississippi. Whether the 
administration knows it or not is a question some­
body else must answer. Wheat, in this city, of 
a good merchantable quality, will not brirg 
twenty cents per bushel ; corn has been sold and 
delivered one hundred miles east of us for seven 
cents per bushel, and still down 1 down I is the 
fearful tendency. It always appeared to us that 
the be'ter policy was to drain the South of spe­
cie and concentrate it here. To do this, to ar­
ray on one side the powerful auxiliary of money, 
ali that was necessary was to have kept open 
ports and free trade.
“Instead of sowing and planting wheat and 
corn, the South would have attempted to aug­
ment the influence of cotton by an increased 
crop. Tbeir money would have bought our 
wasting produce—our money would have given 
us the means to carry on the war—contentment, 
confidence would have been insured. And thus 
the victory would have been ours. But, no— 
Gen. Prentice gaasps trade in the centre of its 
coil and both extremities die.
**!'he loyal North-west and tbe disloyal South, 
feel alike the effects of the blow. The last stim­
ulated to greater eudeaver sows broader acres, 
and lives while we languish. We can tell the 
‘blrrod invoking’ advocates of this war that the 
‘plain men’ of Mr. Lincoln's proclamation are be* 
Coming aroused. They see ruin staring them tn- 
tbe face. They see every avenue which has hith 
erto brought wealth, choked <ip—more, they see 
evidences of the animus of this war, and all of 
them, Republicans as well as Democrats are be­
ginning to think. From every hilltop of Iowa 
the cry will soon come ‘PEACE, take off restric­
tions, unlock the chann**! of trade, give us peace 
and life.’ We know it, we stftte nothing from 
hearsay or conjecture, it is the monotone ot the
Administrator's Notice.
NOTICE is hereby given that the undersigned has been duly appointed and qualified by the Probata Court, within and for Knox county, Ohio, as Admin- 
istor, on the estate of Cornelius RusfcII deceased. 
All persons indebted to said estate are notified to 
make immediate payment to the undersigned,and all 
persons holding claims agninst said efiate, are noti­
fied t-prosent them legally proven for settlement 
within one year from this dnte.
July 30tb 3w
ALLISON ADAMS, Administratcr.
Blood JPurifyer ami Blood Pills.
people which will become stronger with tbe need 
The Mississippi must be opeued and the North­
west saved.”
From Louisville.
Louisville. July 31. 
The Richmond Examiner of July 27th saysf 
The Confederate forces have beeu removee for­
ward far beyo&d Manassas.
Prisoners are still being brought s», ax-d thous 
ands of the enemy's dead stilt remain tin buried.
Gen. Beauregard, it is said, will positively uot 
be at Manassas.
It is certaiu we captured 32,000 hand cuff-, 
with which tbe Federals expected to manacle 
prisoners.
Davis telegraphed the Georgia regiments to 
coirs’, os .
We have taken 22.GOO stand of arms.
Fairbanks, Adjutant in the Michigan regi­
ment, is a prisoner at RicbnxMid. The Euqnir- 
er proposes hatiging hiip as a rabid abolitionist.
Thiaty gunners arrived last night for the guu 
boats now ready to leave for Cairo.
C. S. Snead, of this city, is manufacturing can­
non for the Home Guards.
The Feeling in New York.
The N. Y. Day Book contains tbe following 
items:
A man was at the barracks in the Park yes­
terday, charged with desert ion. When trsked 
why he derseittd he replied : *T learned that 
cinuv I I. it it.o wnr. that tny two children had 
been sent to the Almshouse, nnd my wife turned 
a beggar in the street. I deserted to rescue 
them. Do your worst with me.”
A hard working mechanic of this city recently 
asked a prominent Republican politician—“What 
have We working men got by voting for Lincoln ! 
We are totally ruined, and there is nothing left 
for us, but to leave our families to starve, aud 
go to war to be shot like dogs."
From Cairo-
Cairo, Aug. 2.
Gen. Fremont, staff and fleet, eight steamers 
and four regiments of infantry, several detached 
companies, two companies light artillery, all fal- 
I ly equipped, arrived here at five o’clock this af­
ternoon. and were enthusiastically received l-y ihe 
citizens and soldiers. A ealu'e was t red by the 
battery at Fort Prfrnti*«. The troops were lan­
ded at Birds Point, swelling the force at that 
Camp to about eijftrt thousand.
There is no news from (he rebel eamp to-day.
The steamer B. P. Caenr-v, rnnniiig in con­
nection with the 111, Central and M -bile & Ohio 
Railroads, was seiaed at Columbus Ky.r yester­
day, by rebels ttum T« ni cs.-ee.
Wasuinrtos, Aug. 2.
The appropriation already made by Congress 
amount to $240,000.000. Tne Secretary of 
War asks for $20,000,000 more for new volun­
teers. It is thought that no more than $500,000 
volunteers will be accepted.
Congress will probably adjourn next Monday. 
Who Did It?
Who voted down the Bigler Compromise ? 
The South voted for it and the Republicans vo­
ted it dowB.
Who voted down the Douglas Compromise ?— 
The South voted for it aud the Republicaus vo­
ted it down.
Who voted down the Border State Compro­
mise ? The South proposed it and voted for it, 
and the Republicans voted it down.
Who voted down the Crittenden Compromise? 
The South proposed it and voted for it, and the 
Republicans voted it down.
Lincoln says the difficulty must be finaHy set­
tled by compromise. The Republioans prefer 




riltlH evidence iu tho possession of Dr. Itobaok,I which is at all times aacossible to the public, es­
tablish the following
FACTS!
That the BLOOD PURIFIER and BLOOD PILL3 
havo been proved by analysis to
Contain No Mineral,
That they cure the almost universal complaint, 
Dyspepsia
with unsrrintj eerlainty, and in a very short time.—- 
That after all other modicines have proved useless, 
they relieve
Liver Complaint,
and restoro the health and strength of the sufferer. 
That
Sick Females,
who have languished for years in helpless weakness 
and despondency, recuperate w't'v great rapidiiy un­
der their invigorating operation. That alt sexual 
disabilities a re removed by their oordinl and gentle 
stimulating properties. That they recruit — 
Shattered Constitutions, 
however they may have been trifled with and abus­
ed; that their direct tendency is to lengthen life, 
and render it enjoyable. That operating direotly 
upon the poiton of the dixeate in the blood, they 
Cause Soon to Ileal,
and discharge from the system every taint of Scro­
fula, whether hereditary or otherwise. That they 
Recruit the Debilitated, 
and that there is no disease of tbe Stomach and Bow­
els, tbe Liver, the Kervous System, the Skin, Uload* 
or Muscles,
Arising from Impurities or 
Obstructions of the Blood 
C r Secretions,
in which tlrev do not give prompt relief, and, {if ad­
ministered before the very citadel of life has beeu 
invaded,) effect of a pninletx and perfect cure.
Bear in mind that the SCANDIVADIAN VEGE­
TABLE BLC OD FILLS are- endorsed by the expe­
rience of thousands of living witnesses, who in let­
ters, affidavits, medical works, and by word 
month, proclaim them to be tho very best prepara­
tion of the kind ever offered to the broken-down vio-| 
thus of ill-h-mih. Th. y hunt disease through everj 
avenue and organ of the system, and expel it thor­
oughly and permanenlly.
No one can deubt their superiority after one sin­
gle trial—they are not only better, but in fact chea­
per than any other Fills, for it takes a less nmuboi 
of them to produce a better effect.
Price of the Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Purifi­
er, $1 per bottie, or $5 per half dozen. Of th< 
Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Fills, 25 cents pe; 
box, or 5 boxes for $1.
A NEW ARTICLE.
Dr. Robaek’s Stomach Bitters.
A new and delightful Stomachic and Cordial, ft 
giving tone to the Stomach, and for the preveuticj 
of bilious coinplaiuts incident to the Western cout 
try. Try it.
As a morning drink, to a.-»ist digestion and r 
lieve Dyspepsia, ft has no equal. Try it.
Tn fl.-ivorit is superior toall other Bitters. Try
Tbe formula of these Bitterr, now (IS6 ■) the sc 
property of 3>r. Koback, originated with one of t 
oldest and most eminent Medical Practitioners 
the Wett, and it is directly predicated upon t| 
wants of Western people.
Theso Bitters derive their stimulus from the po 
erful tonic naturo of the roots and herbs of whi 
they are composed, and as they are. by atiaring u 
natural tnrrrs^e of tho stomach, directly pronioti 
of
Tem pern lice,
the present proprietor believes that in making th| 
iridvly known the public welfare is subserved.
It will soon be for sal# by all »f Dr. Roback's nt| 
erous Agcu??, and at HoteL, Ac. the country over 
In the mtantime, orders will be filled direct fr 
<?i<M9is»ati in any quantity, and at the lowest ra 
ft is put up in Qwart Bottles, and securely pad 
in one doz. c <ses. Half doz. sample cases wiil, h| 
ever, be packed and sent to any address, if desii 
Retail Price, Si per buttle, or six for
Principal office and salesroom, No. 6 East F<' 
Street, 3d building from Main Street, Cincinij 
Ohio. Laboratory, No. 32 Hammond Street.
Per sale iu Knox County, by A. W. Lippitt, M 
Russel, Mt. Vernon.
D. A D. S. Fry, Ccntreburg.
S. W. Sapp, Danville.
Montague, <k Hosack, Fredericktown.
R. McCloud, Millwood.
M, N. Dayton, Martinsburg.
Bishop i Mishey, North Liberty.
Hanna A Mcroer, Bladensburg.
D. P. Wright, Barbers, A Dowds, Amity,
A. Gardner, Mt. Holly.
R. M. Fisher, Palmyra.
Daniel Veatch, Mt. Liberty.
John Dojiuy, lloiler, and by druggists and i 
chants generally throughout the U. 3. Jan 21 
JOH.X E. EVANS. MHS. JOB E|
JOHN E. EVANS &, C<
MAIN ST., MT. VERNON, OHIO,





A dispatch from Nashville to the Courier says 
that M'Culloch has been defeated by Gen. Seigei, 
killing nine thousand and losing six hundred.— 
The report is not believed at the Courier office.
Tne Richmond Enquirer of tbe 29th ult. says 
the Renua Regiment has been captured by the 
Confederates.
V. K. Stephenson in a card in the Nashville 
Union of this morning, says that Judge Catron 
will not undertake to hold the Federal Court at 
Nashville again, no matter what may occur.
Bissolutiun.
THE undersigned having «old their stock of Goods to S. L. TAYLOR, late of the firm of Taylor, Gantt A Co., tho Co-partnership of G. A W. 
D. Browning is this day dissolved by mutual con­
sent. Those indebted to us will oblige by calling op 
W. D. Browning, at tho store of S. L. Taylor, oppo­
site A. Wolff’s Clothing Storo, aud ayrapging for 
payment as early as possible.
G. BROWNING,
Aug 6-w3_______W. D. BROWNING.
fl^UE beet now in use, which we will waI givo entire satire satisfaction. Also, 
pleto assortment of
Cooking & Parlor Sto
Of every variety of pattern, among whic 
found the
FORTUNE STOVE,
The beat Elevated Oven Cooking Stove no 
and warranted in every particular. Also, 
of other pattern*.
We have also a good variety of Low Oyei 
among which will be found the
ROYAL OAK STOY
The best now in use. Also the improved S< 
lator. Improved Parlor Cook, Plate and 
Stoves for stores and ‘hope, plain and fane: 
Sad Jrons, Britannia, Tin, Copper and 
Ware; Pump?, Lead Pipe, Washboard*,Tul 
en Buckets, Cburp*. Stoves, Corn Ba»ket( 
and all kinds of lipuse furnish ing Goode t< 
ous to mention.
JOBBING.
We are stil' doing all kinde of Jobbing 
Copper and Sheet-Iron, on eliort notice a 
rates. Mr. S. W. KERSHNER has tho^st 
of the Jobbing Department.
We have for sale the right of Ilall’s Pat
LIGHTNING RODS,
which we put up on short notice.
J55ST* Remember the place, at the Old Sts 
Evans, two doors South of the Cataract B
April 2.1861 :tf. JOHN E. EVAN
Marble Ilall Meat Shop.
The Union and the Constitution Forever. 
AL, BEACH
RESPECTFULLY announces to the citizens of Mt. Vernon that ho is prepared to serve them with fresh meats, every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat­
urday. athia Marble Hall Moat Shop, on Main afreet, 
three doors below Gambier. Ho will keep on hand 
the beet kind of Beef, Veal, Mutton, Pork, Sausage, 
all in their’eoaaon. Be sure and give me a call, at 
Marble Hall, where I shall treat you all, both great 
and email, to the uieeet meat in Mt. Vernon. Tbat’a 
so, captain. aug 6-tf
Youpg Man, Road Till
WISE Councils for the Young can be “ Invalid’s Medical Confidant,” pc tho undersigned for the benefit of pcraom 
from Nervous Debility, P/etnaturo Decaj 
plying the means of cure. Imprudent Mi
Yo-uthful Indiscre’ions aro summarily ' 
Thousands have hniled this little work w 
apd date thqir restoration to usefuloerii 
from the first perusal of its interesting paj 
your address for une copy, with » three 
tor return postage to Dh. Jons R. Oo»
may 21-3rn Nos. 64 and Aft John
Country Merchants
CAN fit up their stock of Bools and SI thing in onr line, at Cleveland whj cea, [may 14} MORTON
Justice's* Blanks for sale at the Bs
and
MOUNT VgRKOK....................ZAUGUST^Tm
S. 31. & Newark R. R. Time Table,
TRAINS T.BAVR VT. V EWNon AS FOLLOWS :
OOJNO SOUTH.
Mail Train loaves., ........... . ............. 10 57 A. M
Express leaves................................................11.15 P.M.
QOlXa NORTH.
Express Train leaves................. .. ............. 11 2? A. M.
Mail leaves,........................................................4.13 P. M.
Central Oliio Railroad.
NEWARK TIME TABLE.
Going East—VIA A. M., 12.50 P. M., 3 22 P. M. 
Going West—10.7 A. M., 10.17 P. M., 7.20 P. M.
Cleveland anti Toledo Railroad.
ItOXllOBVtLLE TIMB TABLE.
3oing West. Going East.
6.28 A. M................................................ 7.31 A. M.
1.35 P. M................................................. 12.34 P. M.
8.84 P. XI................................................. 6.43 P M.
•SS®~ Passengers going north on the S., M. <k N. R. 
Jt. can take the oars of the C. A T. R. R. for any 




It was rumored among the Secessionists that 
the Maryland Legislature will attempt to pa8s 
an ordinance of Secession in secret session 
Legislature however, is closely watched by 
Dix.
There is a rumor in the city to day that Gen. 
Lee is advancing with a large force upou Banks’s 
position at Harper’s Eetry.
The Brigade of Federal troops under command 
of Col. Howard is busily engaged to-day in threw- 
up intrench meuts four miles from Alexandria.
■Gen. McClellan expresses the opinion that this 
will be an artillery war, and asks for as many 
batteries as it is possible to provide.
A regiment has been sent by Gen. McClellan 
to extend the lino of pickets along the "Potomac 
from here to Harper’s Ferry. This wiil 'ensuio 
early notice of any movements there and will 
put an end to their correspondence with Mary­
land.
Washington, July 31.
Seven additional regiments have gone up to 
the Chain Bridge this morning, where three or 
four are now posted. There are fresh indications
Sptttal Ucticts.
Dr. Lei an Vs Anti Rheumatic Band is the 
The | only known romody for Rheumatism, Gout and Neu-
7G *n ralgifi. and the pernicious effects of Mercury, and it u” ’ 1 is with the greatest satisfaction, as to its merits, that wo call the attention of our readers to tho advertise­
ment in another column of our paper, of tho Anti 
Rheumatic Band. july 16-Ivr.
A Family Blessing.—“In lifting the kettlo from 
the fire it caught and scalded my hands and person 
very teverely—one hand almost to a crisp. The tor­
ture was unbearable. It was an awful sight. * «
# * # The Mustang Linmncnt appeared to ex­
tract the pain almost immediately. It healed rap­
idly and left no scar of account. Charles Foster. 
420 Broad Street Philadelphia.’’ It is truly a won­
derful arlicle. It will cure any case of Swelling, 
Burns, Stiff Joints, Eruptions or Rheumatism. For 
Horses it should never be dispensed with. One Dol- 
lar’s worth of Mustang has frequently saved a val­
uable horse. It cures 'Galls, fcprans, Ringbone, 
Spavin and Founders. Beware of imitation and 
counterfeits. A countofeit was put in circulation 
from St. Louis and duly suppressed. All genuine 
will hereafter bear the signature of G. W. Westbrook 
Chemist, and D. S. Barnes, Proprietor, with the 
words “ Trade” “ Mark,’’ in two Medallions of the
WOOL FOR 1861.
E feel great confidence in announcing to Wool
Growers and Merchants that we possess un­
surpassed facilities for receiving, grading and selling 




Will be made on receiving Wool.
SACKS WILL HE SENT
To those who wish to consign.
Our Charges are Low.
No efforts will be wanting to merit the patronage 
of those who have Wool to sell.
CLEVELAND WOOL DEPOT CO.,
Office No. 107 Bank Street, Cleveland, Ohio. 
Juno 18-w4
w
C.,C.& C.R. R—Shelby limeTable
going sowa.
Ci noinn at i E x press,....... ......................10.10 A . XI.
Night Express,.............................-....... 10.21 P. M.
SUING NURTJI.
N ;ht Express............... —.......... . 7.20 A. M.
Cincinnati Express,.......6.08P.M.
of the inauguration of a more vigorous policy, j Federal Currency. Three Sizes Sold throughout 
The country may feel confidence now that there the habitable Ulobe. D. £5. BAII.VKS,
are earnestness and energy iu every department July l!>-4w. Now York.
Uittle-or-Nothings.
— The weather last week was “piping hot,” 
the average range ofthe thermometer for three 
or four days being 90° to 98° in the shade.
— Lippitt has a set up a nice Mineral Water 
fountain, where a nectar, mote refreshing than 
ever Jupiter sipped, can be had to quench the 
thirst. Go and try it.
— Yes, and if that drink of mineral water 
don’t cool you eff, cross over to the clothing 
itore of BntchmBQ & Co-, treat yourself to a clean 
summer suit, and a cueumber might envy your 
feelings 1 Buschman has the finest stock of 
clothing in town.
— Quarter Master Underwood showed the. 
light of his handsome phiz in our stieets on Sat­
urday last, looking gay and happy as a lark. He 
reports the boys all right down in Virgioia.
—— There was a pic-nick on Wednesday last, 
somewhere in the vicinity of Robert Miller’s. 
“No other particulars received.”
— The olEce of the Ohio Statesman is offered 
for sale, ou account a difficulty the publishers 
have with the telegraph company. This is an 
excellent opening for an enterprising editor and 
publisher.
— Several hundred of the Mansfield tb t« 
months soldiers passed through this city on Fri­
day evening, on their return home. They were 
in the Bull’s Run fight, and looked as though 
they had seen hard girvice.
— The Lock proceedings have been received, 
but we have not found time to transcribe them 
■for the press. Proceedings of meetings- -in fact 
all matter intended for publication, should be 
written only on one side of the paper.
— The Democratic meeting 011 Saturday next, 
will be held at Charles Dudgeon’s, in Clay town 
ship, and not Harrison, as before announced.
of the War Office.
Gen. McClellan inspires and supervises every­
thing.
We learn from a source entitled to credit, that 
Fort Fillmore, Texas, has been re-inforced by 
ten companies ; also that Col. Canby has fitted 
out such an expedition against Fort Bliss, now 
garrisoned by Texans, as to make its capture 
certain.
Black Horse Cavaliy.
Much has been said of the exploits of thia 
corps in the Sunday bailie. A correspondent of 
the Journal of Commerce thu9 alludes to their 
standing and equipments:
“The Black Horse Cavalry wa3 the pride of 
V rginia, and has been eeltbrated by Gov. W;s# 
in some of his speeches. It was composed of 
the very flower tf the best families of Faquier 
and Prince William comities. Every mau rode 
his own favorite aud choice charger—not one of 
which was worth in Virginia less than three or 
four hundred dollars. Every man had a stake 
in the soil and in the community. Etery man 
was a landed proprietor, aud a man of culture 
and standing society. They were distinguished 
< n the led by ibeir gallant beaiing, the splen-* 
d >r of their iq ipments, and their audacious 
charges. Nearly every oue of them bit the dust. 
F-w even of the noble brutes, their horses, es­
caped unharmed. The calamity i a lies mour 
n ng into hundreds of families and neighbor? 
hoods.’’
gsQ- Mrs. C. P. Brister, Editress of Newark (J.) 
Timet, writes in her paper of January 29, 1S59, as 
follows:
We know that Dr. Rohnck’s Scandinavian Reme­
dies are all they claim to be. The Dr. presented us 
with a few bottles of his Scandinavian Blood Purifier 
and boxes of his Blood Pills last summer which put 
new life into us. They invigorate, strengthen, and 
leave the sj stem in a better condition than stimulants 
usually do” and have no depressing effect. Wo feel 
safe in recommending tho Blood Purifier to all suf­
fering from debility, be tho cause what it mny, the 
Pills have this peculiarity, they are powerfully ac­
tive, and at the same time leave the patient stionger 
and in an improi e I condition, different from most 
drastic remodios. Try them with the Blood Purifier 
and you will fsel like many who have been relieved, 
and willing to i dd your testimony to their efficacy.
See advertisement.
Cnpt. Muenshei’s Company.
Capt. Muensher's Company, (C.) left Mt. Ver­
non, on the 11 o’clock, P. M. train, on Monday 
night last, for Camp Chase, at Columbus. They 
reached Newark at 12 o’vlotk, and spent the 
night in the drill room, at Warnei’s Block. In 
the morning, some of the ladies of Newark, as 
we learn from the American, repaired to tbtir 
quarters with baskets of provisions which were 
gratefully appropriati d, and at 10 o'clock they 
took the train and went on their ‘winding way.’
What is an Ambular.es?
An ambul&Dce is a light carriage, the body 
being mounted upon two wheels and supported 
by very light elastic springs. It is a little over 
S'X feet in length. Th 're are cots fortwoin' 
8i le, with beds, head pil’o vs, Ac. The top is 
entered with black oil o'otb, but the body and 
r inning gear are painted red. Tne ambulance 
’s intended for one horse, with a scat for the dri 
ver in front, and being very light, though stt ong- 
ly built, can be driven along very rapidly with­
out it.jury to the wounded.
A Disgusted Rebel.
St. Louis, July 30.
It. is stated on reliable authority that Gen. 
Watkins, who has been in command of the rebel 
forces of southeastern Missouri for some lime 
pat t. resigned on Sa'urday last, and Strongly ur 
ged all bis troops to disband and have nothing 
more to do with this rebellion. Watkins is a 
man of large properly, and the reason assigned 
for this sudden, change in his conduct is the con 
templalcd passage of a confiscation bill by Con­
gress.
The payment of three month's Missouri volun­
teers commenced to-day, three hundred thous­
and dollais having been received here for that 
purpose. Gen. Fremont's headquarters were 
to-dav connected by telegraph with all lines East 
and North.
following is an extract from a letter written 
by the Rev. J. S. Holmes, pastor of tlie Pierrepoiut 
Street Baptist Church, Brooklyn, N. Y., to the “Jour­
nal and Messenger,” Cincinnatti, O., and speaks vol­
umes iu favor of that world-ronowned medicine, Mrs 
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Children Teething: — 
** We seo an advertisement in your columnsof Mrs. 
Winslow's Soothing Syrup. Now we ne never said 
a word in favor of a patent medicine before in our 
life, but wo feel compelled to say to your readers 
that this is no humbug—wo have had it, and know 
it to be all it claims. It is probably one of the most 
successful medicines of tho day, because it is one of 
tho best. And those of your loaders who have ba­
bies can’t do better than to lay in a supply.”
A Sure Cure for a Felon.—When tho soreness firs 
commences,or even when far advanced, i’t can be rer 
lieved and entirely cured by holding the finger o 
part afflicted in Perfy Davis’ Paia Killer for half an 
hour. It has been thoroughly tested, aud proves a 
nevor failing remedy A fellon is a troublesome 
thing, and wo would adviso all so troubled to test 
tho remedy.
Sold by medicine doalers generally, july 1C 4t.
We take delight in referring our afflicted friends 
to tho drugstore of .James Blanchard, where thst 
most ostimnblo medicine medicine. Dr. S. O. Rich­
ardson’s SHERRY WINE BITTERS, can be pro­
cured. We advise our friends to me it, because wc 
know Its value in curing Fever ami Ague, diseases 
conun<>n to the West,and nil new countries—it should 
be kept at hand in every family. july 16-it.
Dr. S. ,1. Weaver’s Canker and Salt Rheum Syrup. 
—The object of this Syrup is to throw all impurities 
which are in the blood out upon the sutT.iee of the 
skin, wnich is the only true way that the blood can 
over be freed from them. When they are out upon 
ihe skin, they can nt. once be removed by applying 
the Cerate, which will in all cases effect a permanent 
euro. There is no external application which will 
alone permanently cure this class of diseases.
Sold by Blanchard and by Lipjitt. july lfl-4t.
Wool.
In the Circular of Cleveland Wool Company, 
the company say they take pleasure in being able 
4o record more activity in the wool trade, and an 
improvement in prices. This embraces all de­
scriptions of wool, fine, as well an course. They 
place wool at prices, ranging from 24 to 40 cents. 
There are at thia time a number of dealers in the 
market, showing conclusively that confidence is 
being restored, though few manufacturers have 
as yet made their appearance.
Post Office Robber)'.
The Coshocton Age 6ays : Monday night, some 
Lurgler entered the Roscoe Post Office, by the 
back window, and made a clean sweep of all ihe 
letters, not excepting tl e dead letters, and car­
ried off ehat stamps aud stamped envelopes he 
could find. Efforts will be made to trace him 
out.
Abolition Tracts.
We learn from the volunteers returning from 
Camp Dennison, a d a Republican at that, that 
before h left. Abolition tracts were freely <ir 
culated in the Camp. He di) not know what 
source they came from, or whether they were 
distributed by order of Captains but they were 
circulated. Is this done to prepare the minds of' 
the soldiers for an Abolition i cursiou and si r- 
vile insurrection?—Sandusky Union.
BOOT AND SHOE
M .4 N U FA C TORY!
.r
Take notice.
THE memba-s of the Knox County Mutual In­surance Company are hereby notified that the Annual Meeting of said Company will h9 lmU at 
their office, in Mt. Veanon, on Wednesday, July 17, 
1361, nt 10 o'clock, A. M., for the purpose of elect­
ing a Board of Directors for tlio ensuin® year and 
the transaction of other buAnes. °
WILLIAM TURNER,
June 13.1 Sfll :5w. Secretary.
A Stray.
BRTKE out of the enclosure of the subscriber, f>ur miles north-west of Mt. Vernon, in Wayne township, Knox county, Ohio, a ehesnut sorrel Mare, 
nino years old, a blaze on tho forehead/ left eye not 
full—sight of which is imperfect, cne of her hind 
feet white, shod all round. I will reward ahy person 
who will return her to me, or lot me know where I 
will get her.
July 9, 136i.-3t.___________ GEO. CRAFT.
WALKER’S ESIOX WASHEkT
II OR ACE WELSH,
RESPECTFULLY announces to the citizens of Knox and the adjoining counties that be is tho agent for the manufacture nnd rale of WALKER’S 
CELEBRATED UNION WASHER, which, he hesi­
tates riot to say is the
Bust Washing Machine 
now in use in tho country. These machines Rre 
manufactured at Cooper’s Foundry, in Mt. Vernon, 
and are sold at extremely low prices. Read the fol. 
lowing certificate of persons well known in this com­
munity : e
“lr. Vernon, Ohio, Feb. 4th, 1861. 
Wo tho nndersignod, would recommend G. Walk­
er’s Union Washiras one of tho most desirable im- 
pleuents of household economy; and believe that it 
stands unequaled for ease of operating, for perfection 
and expedition in washing, and for the comfort nnd 
houlth of the operator, freeing them from the inju­
rious effects of stooping, soaking, steaming, and in­
haling into the lungs the nauseating and health de 








Geo. W. Jackson, 
Maxell 5, '61 rtf.
L. M. Watson, 
Robert Watson, 
William Bartlett,
J. B. Staunton, 
Hellen M. Staunton, 




Boot, Shoe, Hat and Cap Store.
MORTCLN & SAPP 
ESPECTFULLY inform the citizens of Mount 
VeriK'ti and vicinity, that they arc now prepar­
ed to suit every 0110 in their line of business, at pri 
ccs that cannot be sold under.
GO AND SEE
Their new stock of Boots, Shoes, nnd Gaiters, of all 
sizes and styles. In addition to our other stock, we 
have a splendid assortment of Hats and Caps, of the 
latest stylo : Men’s and Boy’s Military Caps ; and 
also, a good a sortment of Hosiery and Gloves.
Shoe-makers will find >t to be their interest to buy 
their Leather and Findings at
Jlorton «fc Sapp’s Boot and Shoe Store, 
Corner of Main nnd Vine streets, Banning Buildin 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio. may 14
R1
Mr3. Gaines a Unionist.
Mrs. Gen. Gaines has returned to Washing­
ton from New Orleans—a strong Union woman- 
She considers the Southern Confederacy a fail­
ure, and such was the general feeling there.
The Rebel Loss at Manassas.
The Memphis Appeal of Saturday, the 27th, 
says :
Ik is gratifying to be able to sfatp, upon relia. 
ble authority, that the total loss of the Confeder- 
ates in killed, wounded and missing, will not ex­
ceed the first estimate, says twenty five hundred. 
Of these less than five hundred aie killed. It is 
believed very few have been takin prisoners.
The People Want Peace.
Under this head the Pittsburg Rspublicaner 
has the following, (copied from another German 
paper, and originally published in that language.) 
The Pittsburg Dispatch vouches for the coriect- 
ness of the translation.
The people want peace J About one thousand 
Germans of this town went to war. But what 
were their motives for going ? Certainly not 
patriotism-— misconception or delusion — but 
want of employment, poverty and family misery. 
They couldn’t earn enough to live on neither for 
themselves nor their families aud they relied on 
the aid of society; but in this expectation, also 
deceit and disappointment was their fate.
What they Want to Do.
All of us remember the story of the Indian 
and the hunter. They had been in the forest 
and shot a turkey and a buzzard. The hunter 
proposed to divide. He said to the Indian :— 
J‘you take the buzzard and I’ll take the turkey, 
or 1 11 take the turkey, and you take the buzzard.” 
That s tha game Republicans want to play with 
Democrats now. They want us to fall in and 
play second fiddle to eleventh hour Union men, 
while they get all the “turkey 1” No you don’t 
gentlemen! The Democracy are an independent 
nation. They can't be caught with Republican 
Buzzards.— Seneca Advertiser.
HE subscriber respectfully in­
forms the citizens of Mt. Vernon 
and the public generally, that he 
has removed bis shop a door South of 
his old stand, to the South-west corner of the Public 
Square, whore he is prepared to manufacture Boots 
and Alioes of every description, to order, upou the 
shortest uotioe and iu the very heatrtyle.
He keops none but tho most experienced work­
men and will warrant his work to be equal, for du­
rability and neatness, to any manufactured in this 
city or elsewhere.
He keeps none but the best material, and lias con­
stantly on band tlie best quality of French calfskin, 
kipskin, and coarse leather boots, inonroe’s, lace 
boots, brogans, gaiters, and ladies’ wear of evory 
description.
Persons wishing to test bis work will please call 
and leave their measures, as the best evidence will 
then be given of the truth of his assertion.
May 7, 18Cl-2mo , C. WEBER.
HOWARD ASSOCIATION.
PHILADELPHIA.
A Benevolent Institution established by special En­
dowment for the Relief of the Sick and Distressed, 
afflicted with Virulent and Epidemic Diseases, and 
especially for the Cuae of Diseases of the Sexual 
Organs.
MEbICAL ADVICE given gratis, by the Acting Surgeon, to all who apply by letter, with a description of their condition, (age, occupation, 
habits of life, Ac.,) and in oaso of extreme poverty, 
Medicines furnished free of charge.
VALUABLE REPORTS on Spermatorrhoea, and 
other diseases of the Sexual Organs, and on the 
NEW REMEDIES employed in the Dispensary, sent 
to the afflicted in sealed letter evelopes. free of charge. 
Two or three Stamps for postage will be acceptable.
Address, DR. J. SKILLIN HOUGHTON, Acting 
Surgeon, Howard Association, No. 2 South Ninth 
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
By order of the Directors.




Sealers in allkinds Foreign and Domestic
STAPLE AND Fit\€Y DRY GOODS.
ALSO
CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C.,
AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
NO. 55, SUPERIOR-ST., CLEVELAND,OHIO.
Cleveland, April 6:ly.
What we Want.
The Democracy want our difficulties compro­
mised and the war brought to a close. They 
are not particular as to the exact terms of the 
compromise, but it must end the war, restore the 
couutry o peace, secure friendly relations be­
tween all the States, exact obedience to the Con­
stitution enl submission to the laws on the part 
of the wtole people, North as well as South.— 
Thia ia what the Democracy of Hocking County 
want, and for this they are called disunionists 
and traitors by the John Brown Republicans.— 
Jfrciifj Sentinel,
JOSEPH FKXXOCK. NATHAN F. UABT
Fi:\YOCK & HART,
[Of the late firm of Pennook, Mitchell <£ Co.,]
Fulton r’oiixxcaLry.
Warehouse, 141 Wood Street,
PITTSBURGH, PA.
A CONSTANT supply of Cooking Stoves and Ranges, Stoves and Grates, Wagon Boxes, all sizes, Hollow Ware, Plow Castings and Points, Tea 
Kettles, Sad and Tailors’ Irons, Water and Gas Pipes 
Iron Fronts for Houses, and Miscellaneous Casting* 
made to order.
Pittsburgh, Apr. 7. _ ______ ____________
Wm. Scliucbman’s
Lithographic, Drawing, Engraving and Printing 
ESTABLISH MEN T,
JVb». 17 and 19, Fifth Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
BONDS and Coupons, Certificates of Stock, Diplo­mas, Drafts, Notes, Chocks, Maps, Bill and Let­terheads, Show Cards, Circulars, Portraits, Labels, 
Business and Visiting Cards, Ao., executed in the 
best style, at moderate terms.
First premiums for Lithography awarded by the 
,Pann' State Agricultural Societies, 185?,
1853U8O4. 1855 and 1856. July 14.
JOB PRINTING of all kinds executed at this office. neatly and cheaply
RELIEF IN TEN MINUTES.
BRYAN’S
PULMONIC WAFERS!!
The Originnl Medicino Established in 1S.37, and 
first article of the kind ever Introducerd-nred-t-T ihu 
name of “ Pulmonic Wa fkrs,” in this or any otb - 
or country : all other Pulmonic Wafers are coun­
terfeits. The genuine oan be known by the unwo 
BRYAN being stamped on each WAFER.
Bryan’s Pulmonic Wafers 
Relieve. Coughs, Colds, Sore Thront, Hoarseness.
Bryan’s Pulmonic Wafers 
Relieve Asthma, Bronchitis, Difficult Breathing. 
Hr yon’s Pulmonic. Wafers 
Relieve Spitting of Blood. Pains in the Chest.
Bryan’s Pulmonic H afers 
Rcliovc incipient Consumption, Lung Diseases. 
Bryan s Pulmonic Wafers 
Relieve Irritation of the Uvula and Tonsils.
Bryan’s P uhnonic HAi/drs 
Relieve the above Complaints in ten Minutes. 
Bryan's Pulmonic Wafers 
Are a Blessing to all Classes and Constitutions.
Bryan’s Pulmonic Wafers 
Arc adapted for Vocalistsand Public Speakers.
Bryan’s Pulmonic Wafers 
Are in a simple form and pleasant to the taste. 
Bryan’s Pulmonic Wafers
Not only relieve, but effect rapid and lasting Cures. 
Bryan's Pulmonic H afers 
Are warranted to give satisfaction to every one.
No family should be without a box of Bryan's Pul­
monic Wafers in the bouse.
No traveler should be without a supply of Bryan’s 
Pulmonic Wafers in his pocket.
No person will ever object to give for Bryan’s Pul­
monic W’afers Twenty-five Cents.
JOB MOSES, Sole Proprietor, Rochester, N. Y.
Sold by S. W. LIPPITT, Mount Vernon, and all 
good Druggists. [Sept4-ly.
WITH YOU ONCE MORE!
Join W. POW ER,
4 FTER an nbsenso of many months, during 
which time he has been following his profession 
of Photographist and A inbrotyq ist in tlie principal 
galleries of Fine art iu tlie South and West, has re­
turned to Mt. Vernon, and opened liis
UMUN GALLERY < F ART,
In the spacious rooms prepared especially for him, 
immediately over the Banking house of Messrs. Rus- 
seil, Sturges A Co., West side of Main streot, Mt. 
Vernon, where he is prepared and furnished with the 
means of executing his art in a manner not to be 
sur-pasied by any artist in tho land,
Ijife-Sized Photographs,
Painted in oil colors, by the best Artist of the North 
tVest, Ambrotypcs of all sizes, from minaturc to tho 
very largest size, taken in the shortest notice, at tho 
most reasonable prices, ilis large stock of Frames, 
cases, and Lockets cannot be surpassed in Ohio.— 
His Light will permit him to operate at all hours of 
the day, and in all kinds of weather, having been 
prepared under bis immediate supervision. He feels 
confident that nothing is wanting to make it a per­
fect Gallery of Art. Mr. Power is prepared to fur­
nish all country Artists with all kinds of Stock at East­
ern prices. T he entire community are cordially in­
vited to call nt the Union Gallery of Art.
y^rtir’ Don’t forget to call at his Rooms over Rus­
sell, Sturges A Co.’s Bunk, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Juno 25th. ISfi!. tf.
Valuable Farm for Sale.
QYAYV ACRES of Valuable Land, all under fence, 
O v7v7 200 cleared, aud under good state of culti­
vation, and containing agood frame Dwelling bouse, 
two tenant houses, two good barns, two good stables, 
and two orchards of grafted fruit, situate in
Morris Township, Knox Co. Ohio,
6 miles from Mt. Vernon, and 31 miles from Frcde- 
ioktown. Said premises nre well situated, and are 
watered with seven good springs, and two large 
streams of running water. Said land will be sold till 
in one lov, or dividod into one hundred acre lots to 
suit purchasers, aud sold on time.







EVERY STYLE OF FURNITURE,





EQUAL TO ANY IN
NEtV YORK OR PHILADELPHIA,
AND AT
DOWER FRICES.
Every Article made by hand & Warranted. 
Eabinet-Makers
Supplied with any quantity of FURNITURE and 
CHAIRS, on reasonable terms.
HOTELS AND STEAMBOATS FURNISHED AT 
THE SHORTEST NOTICE.
Warerooms, Nos. 77 and 79 Third Street, 
mar. 17. PITTSBURGH, PA.
Don’t Delov to Purify the Bojod. 
PURIFY THE BLOOD.
DR. WEAVERS
CANKER & SALT RHEUM
SYRUP.
For tho euro of Canker, Salt Rbetifn, 'Erysipelas
Scrofulous Disease, Cutaneous Eruptions, Sore 
Eyes, and every kind of Disease arising 
from tin impure state of the Diced.
The most 'ffretive Blood Purifier of the 19fA Pentury'
IT Is the Prescription of an Educated Physician, and all who are afflicted with any of the above named diseases, should use it without delay. It will 
drive tho disease frem the system, and when once 
out on the Skin, a few applications of Dr. "Weayxb’s
CERATE, Oil OUrM&ST,
and you have a permanent cure.
THE CEP.ATE has proved itself to he the best
Ointment over invented, and where once used, it has 
■never been known to fail of effecting a permanent 
cure of Old Sores, Tetter and Ringworm, Ncald 
Head, Chilblains and Frost Bites, Barber’s Itch, 
Chapped or Cracked hands or Lip(,Dl<Jteh&Sor Pim • 
pies on the face. And for Sure Siplts and Sore Eyes. 
the Cerate is the only thing required to cure. It 
should be kept in the house of every family.
Read the following latter from the most reliable 
authority, and nny person desiring further evidence 
of the cure will get by addressing a few lines to Mr. 
Parker:—
Kau Claire, Eau Claire Co., Wls., Oct. 1, 186’.
Messers. J. N. Harris A Co.—Gentlemen: Your 
agent Mr. A. F. Barnes, whilst passing through our 
place, casually heard of a most ofectual cure of an 
obstina te case of salt rheum in a member of my fam­
ily, having politely requested the Lets of the case, I 
most cheerfully comply with his request.
The subject of this remarkable cure is ray ion, and 
was attacked with salt rheum when about a year and 
a half old. 'I applied from time to time for aid to the 
most efficient physicians in the easttern states, one 
of whom had traveled Europe ; but whilst he would 
at times receive some temporary relief, still the dis­
ease remained, and would break out occasionally, 
with the most virulent type, rntil ho arrived at the 
nt the age of fourteen years, when tny eye providen­
tially rested upon the advertisement of Dr. Weaver’s 
Canker and Salt Rheum Syrup and Cerate. I at 
on 'e procured one bottle, which on trial so encour­
aged me that I procured two more, with the Cerate, 
and the result is that my sen now is and has been ef­
fectually cured of that wretched disease for the last 
three aud a half yoars. Respectfully yours,
ALFRED PARKER
Price of Syrup $1, Cerate 25 etnts per bottle. 
Directions accompany each Bottle. Sold by most 
Medicine Dtalers.
J. N. HARRIS A Co., Proprietors, 
Forthe Western and Soutem States, Cincinnati, 0.
To whom orders for the above Medines may be 
addressed.
Sl id Wholesale and Retail by S. W. Lippitt, Mt. 
Vernon; James Blanchard, Mt. Vernon; R. S. French, 
Gambier; N. Dayton. Martinsburg) Montague A 
Hosee, Fredericktown; W. T. Mahon, Millwood; S. 
W. Sapp. Danville; Roberts A Samuel, Columbus. 
May 11-mfl





FAMILY MEDICINE OF THE AGE
OPPOSITE TILE KENYON HOUSE.
Jlu. •W.
Gj-’ wholesale asd retail druggist,
Manufacturers of—
Lippitt's Rit Exterminator, 
Unrivalled Cough Syrup, 
Egyptian Plaster,
Indigo Blue,
Cholera and Dlarhom Cordial, 
Neuralgia Pills,






Mrs. WinsiOw’s Soothing Syrnp, 
Pratt A Butcher’s Magio Oil, 
Merchant’s Gargling do. 
Clarke’s Female Pills.
Wholesale Dealers In—
Coal Oil ^taad Lampe,
Cost O>1 Hanging Laaip<«
Cor! Oil Side Lamps,
Coal Oil Lamp Chimneys,
Chimney Stashes and Wicke. 
Lamp Shades and Globes,
Coal and Carbon Gil, in quanG«U<
to suit parciostrs.
I am now in the roeeipt of the largest and most complete stock of FRENCH fclNC, ?uRS A EIT8 
LEAD, Chrome Green, Dry and iu Oil Varnish, and White Wash Brushes, ever brought to this marhst, 





Rouge Ball and Meen Fun, 
Charcoal Tooth Paste,
French,English and Atn.Parfum’ry 
Transparent Bar Soap.
Wh.





Neet’s Foot Oil, 
Castor Oil.
Sundries.
8and Paper, No. 0, !, t i, J, li, 
Shoe Blaoking and Brushes, 
Supporters, Trusses and Shoulder
braees,
Scotch and Neceoboy HnnlF. 
Carriage and Batbir.g Spongca. 
Carden, Fioid and Flower Seeds.
jBS Physioians’ Prescriptions and Family Reoipes carefully eompoun-Ud. Medicines warranted ta 
be genuine, and of the best quality, . „ — „
May21-tf A.« AV. LIPPITT, City Drug Store.
TEN THOUSAND I Mammoth Ciotliiag Hail!
Sign of the R»<1 Flag,
VOLUNTEERS!
WANTED 1HUED1ATELY I!
□O’BOTH MALE AND FEMALE’
Jfairt Street, next door t9 J. E. ATuodip tdye, 
MOUNF fBUMON, DUIO,
or a






GOOD NEWS FOI THE PEOPLE!
FORT SUMTER
Slas Positively been Keinfoiced!
Notwithstanding the united opposition ofFort Moultrie. We run them in not in the night, nor with 1110010(1 oafs, but iu broad day light, 
by the car load.
We are not only selling Sugars extremely low, but 
all other goods as comparitively cheap. Thankful 
to the Public for their litoral patronage, we solicit a 
ooutinuanco of the same and hope to merit it in fu­
ture by soiling goods cheap and fair dealing at tho 
Old Corner. '"feb. 26, ’61. G. M. FAY.
J. & II. FIIIEEIPS,
OIL CLOTH MANUFACTURERS,
And Dealers in all kinds of
INDIA RUBBER GOODS 
itlado under Goodyear’s Patent,
Nos. 26 A 28 St. Clair Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
AGENTS for the sale of India Rubber Belting, Hose and Steam Packing. Also, PatentStretch d and Riveted Leather Belting.
Pittsburgh, Apr. 7.
1 SPLENDID lot of Hams aud 
1. received at the Old Corner. 
Feb. 25, '51.
Dried Beef iust 
G. M. FAY.
BOUND TO BLA1Z!
I WISH it distinctly understood we have no con­nection with any other house in the city, having purchased of Mr. J. George tho stock and paid him 
for it, ho holds uo interest in the Old Corner, not 
even as a creditor. We have his documents to prove 




13 THE ONLY REMEI-Y KNOWN FOR 
RHEUMATISM, GOUT AND NEURALGIA 
AND A FUIIF. CURE FOR
All Mercurial Diseases.
JOHN COCHRAN & RRO.
MANUFACTURERS OF
Iron Railing, Iron Vaults, Vault Doors, 
Window Shutters, Guards, &c.
Nos. 91 Second Street and 86 Third Street
(Between Wood and Market.) PITTSBURGH, .?A,
HAVE on hand a variety of new Patterns, fancy and plain, suitable for all purposes. Particu­lar attention paid to enclosing GiaveLots. Jobbing 
done at short notice. mar8
TAKEN internally, it cures sudden Colds, Coughs, Ac., Weak Stomach General Debility, Nursing Sore Mouth, Canker. Liver Complaint, Dispepsia or 
Indigestion, Cramp and Pain in the Stomach, Bowel 
Complaint, Painter’s Cholic, Chokra, Diarrhoea and 
Dysentery.
Applied externally, cures Felons, Boils and Old
Sores, severe Burns and Scalds, Cuts, Bruises and 
Sprains, Swelling of tho Joints, Ringworm and Tet­
ter, Broken Breasts, Frosted Feet and Chilblains, 
Toothache, Pain in tho Face, Neuralgia and Rheu­
matism.
It is a sure cure for Ague, Chills and Foyer.
For Sore Tbroat. the Pain Killer u-ed. mixed with
water, as a gargle, will cure, aud it is used with great 
succo33 in Diptberia.
The Fain Killer 
taken internally, should be adulterated with tnilk,or 
water, or made into syrup with molasses. For a 
Cough, a few drops on sugar eaten will, be more effec­
tive than anything olse.
See Printed Directions, which accompany each bottle.
The PAIN KILLER is by universal consent al­
lowed to have won for itselfa reputation unsurpassed 
in the history of medical preparations. Its instanta­
neous effect in the entire eradication and extinction 
of PAIN, in all its vaiious forms incidental to the 
human family, and the unsolicited written and ver­
bal testimony of the masses iu its favor, have been 
and are its own best advertisment.
What stronger proof of those facts can bo produced 
than tho following letter, received unsolicited, from
REV. W. JACOBS:
Newark, N. J. June 6th, 1860.
Messors. Perry Davis A Son—Gentlemen:—Allow 
me, unsolicited, to send you a word of commendation 
for your Pain Killor. I have used it in my family 
these several yoars, nnd found it all it claims to be. 
For Rheumatism, Coughs Golds, Burns Cholera ten­
dencies and difficulties, ns well as diseases generally 
that prevail in families. I regard the Pain Killer as 
beyond all price, and as efficacious beyond any medi­
cine within my knowlcdgo. We keep it as our chief 
family medicine, and find its use in ordinary cases 
worth more than any doctor. The testimony of oth­
ers among my acquaintances and frionds is equally 
favorable. Many clergymen have spoken of it in the 
highest torms as a family tncdicince. Missionaries 
in repeated instances have said to me iu person and 
in their letters, that the Pain Killer was by far the 
best medicine used in heathen lands, and they use it 
for themselves and families, and administer it to oth­
ers around them. Thus much I am inclined to sny 
as an act of justice to yourselves, and as a benefit to 
others. You are at liberty to use this testimonial, if 
of any service. Rev. W. B. JACOBS,
Late Editor Christian Chronicle.
Beware Of All Imitations!
The Pain Killer is soid by all respectable Druggists 
throughout the U. States and in Foreign Countries. 
Price 25 cts., 50 cts., and $1, per bottle.
J. N. HARRIS A Co.,
Proprietors for the Western and Southern States, 
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Sold Wholesale and Retail by James Blanchard, 
S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon; K. S. French, Gambier; 
N. Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague A Hosac, Fred­
ericktown ; W. T. McMahon, Mrllwood; S. W. Sapp, 
Dmville. May ll-6m
They have Just Received a
JLarge and Splendid Stock, of
WHICH. FOll BEAUTY AND CHEAPNESS
CANNUI’ BE SURPASSED!
G. & W. D. BROWNING.
N. B. Being desirous of going ont of the Boot and 
Shoe Trade, we will dispose of the same at COST.
Mt. Vernon, May 7, 1S61. G. A W. D. B.
GROVER & BAKER, STILL AHEAD!
IT is a conveniently arranged Band, containing a medicated compound, to be worn around the Waist, without injury to the most delirnte person 
no change in habits of living is required, and it en­
tirely removes tbe diseasofrom the system, without 
producing the injurious effects arising from the use 
of powerful internal medicines which weaken and 
destroy the constitution, nnd give temporary relief 
only. By this treatment, the medicinal properties 
contained in tho Band, come in contact with blood 
aud reaches the disease through the pores ofthe skin, 
effecting in every instance a perfect cure, and re­
stores the parts afflicted to a healthy condition-— 
This band is also a most pewerful Anti-Mkrcurial 
agent, and will entirely relieve the system from the 
pernicious, effect of Mercury. Moderate cases are 
cured in a few days, and wo are constanly receiving 
testimonials of its efficacy in aggravated cases of 
long standing.
Price $2,00,’to be had of Druggistsgenerally, or can 
be sent by mail or express, with full directions for 
use to any part of the country, direct front the Prin­
cipal office.
No. 409 BROADWAY, New York.
G. SMITH & CO. Sole Proprietors, 
N. B.—Descriptive Circulars Sent Free. 
Agents Wanted Everywhere
For sale by James Blanchard, Mt. Vernon, Ohio. 
May 14, 1861.
MEDICAL.
IHE subscriber respectfully informs the eomrnu-
__ nity in and around Mt. Vernon, that she has
settled in said place as a regular praotisiug Physi­
cian, having graduated in Philadelphia, and as such 
solicits patronage, especially from the female portion 
of society. Her rooms are in Hill’s Building, corner 
of Main and Gambier streets, entrance between Tay­
lor A Gantt’s and Munk’s stores.
Couutry calls promptly attended to.
J.ly 23-1f ' JANE PAYNE, M. D.
T1
JUST RECEI VED
IjlROM the manufacturers, a Spring supply ol _ Wall Paper, Window Blinds, Window Shades aud Curtain Fixtures, at
<)LDROYD'S BOOK It JEWELRY STORE. 
March
•jpiing and Summer Remedy.
Good for the Stomach.
DR- S. O. RICHARDSON’S
SHERRY WINE BITTERS,
The Celebrated New England RemedyFOR
IIABITlJAB CONSTIPATION, 
Jnnndiir, Fever nnd Agar. 42ene,-nl Debility 
null nil niaenara ariaitix from n Diaordci. 
r<l *louinch, l.iver, or Hotvrla. 
flHIEY are used and recommended by leading1 I’hysioians of the cocntry, and all who try them 
pronounce them invaluable.
Dr. JAMES L. LEEPERE, writes from Navarre, 
Stark Co., Ohio, '‘the Bitters are highly praised by 
those suffering from indigestion, cyspepsia andliver 
complaint.”
E. S. DAVIS, Postmaster at Williamsport, Ohio, 
says, "they giro great satisfaction. I use them my­
self, having taken cold, become prostrate and lost my 
appetite. It relieved me, and I can recommend it 
with great assurance of its merits.”
Da. WM. M- KERR, of Rogorsville, Ind., writes 
us that they are the most valuable medicine offered. 
He has reoominonded tlieni with great success, and 
with them made several eures of palpitation of the 
heart and general debility.
THOMAS STANFORD, Esq., Blountsville, Henry 
Co., Ind., writes us a long letter, under date of May 
3, 1860. He was much reduced, having been afflict­
ed for three years with great nervous debility, pal­
pitation of the heart of the most severe and pros­
trating character, "after using a few bottles I was 
completely restored, aud am now in robust health.’
GEORGE W. HOFFMAN says ho was afflicted 
with rhumatistn for twenty years, in all its various 
forms, and at the date of his letter be bad been two 
years well; the Bitters effecting the cure, when 
several physioians could do him no good. He says, 
"for rhumatiem, dyspepsia, liver eomplaint, kidney 
affection, or dropsy, it is a specific certain remedy.”
J. W. HUNT writes from Delphos, Allen Co., O., 
(a section whore Fever and Ague prevails,) that he 
most cheerfully recommends them of decided merit 
in all oases of'FEVER AND AGUE, DYSPEPSIA, 
AND GENERAL DEBILITY.
D. K. GALLEIIERS, M. D., writes from Van 
Wert, Ohio, " I most respectfully recommend the 
Sherry Wine Bitters to the notice of Dyspeptic per­
sons, and to all who require a stimulating medicine.
Suck News we are receiving Daily. 
Full Particulars Accompany Each Bottlr.
They are soid by Medicine Dealers generally.
Price 75 ots. per bottle. J. N. H \RRI8 .P OO. 
Cincinnati, Ooio, Proprietors for the Southern and
Western States, to whom address all orders.
For salo by S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon, 0.; Jam, 1 
Blanchard, Mt. Vernon; R. S. French, Gambier; N. 
Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague A Ilosae, Tredcl 
rioktown; W. T. Mahon, Millwood; S. W. Sapp, 
• Dacvii’.6; Roberts A Sa©tia’, Columbus. [May 11 6
- --2 *
GRE,1 T REDUCTION IN PRICESI
A PERFECT New and Improved, Noiseless Grover ,t Bakor Sewing Machine, for $401! J The only Company that manufactures tbe two vari­
eties of Machines. Double Lock and Single Lock or 
Shuttle Stick! Victory after Victory!!!
Intelligence reaches us from all parts of the Un­
ion of victories achieved over Singer’s, Wheeler A 
Wilson’s and all other Competing Machines.
The Prince of Wales seleoteil Grovef A Baker 
Machines. The Chinos e Embassy selected them, 
and all well regulated families have, or should have 
one, becauso they make less noise, are more simple, 
run with greater speed, and less friction, consequent­
ly are rnoro durablo than other machines. They 
also make the most beautiful and elastic stich or 
scam, which is fastened when it leaves the Machine. 
I shall not hositate to warrant every Machine sold. 
A word to the wise is sufficient. Cull and get circu­
lar and exaniino for yourselves.
We are pretty familiar with the merits of thelead- 
ing machines, and for family use we prefor Grozer 
A Baker.— Ohio Farmer.
Machine thread. Silk and Cotton constantly on 
hand. Also, Needles and Pure Machine Oil for salo, 
at the MUSIC STORE, 2d door below Knox Co. 
Bank. SAMUEL P. AXTELL.
Nov. 27, 1860.
Master’s Sale.
BY virtue of a second order of snle, issued out of the Court of Common Pleas within and for the County of Knox nnd State of Ohio, and to tne di­
rected, I will offer for salp, nt the South Door of the 
Court House, in tho city of Mt. Vernon, Ohio, ou
Saturday, the 17th day of August, .1. /). 1861,
Between the hours of lu o’clock A. M. and 4 o’eloek 
P. M. of said day, the following described real es­
tate, to-wit: Lot nurnbor Five Hundred and Eighteen 
in Banning’s Addition to tho town of Mt. Vernon, in 
Knox County, Ohio, with tbe appurtenances, to sat­
isfy a judgment in the case of David Burger vs. 
Joseph Watsou and Samuel Burger, appraised at 
$660. D. C. MONTGOMERY,
July 16-4t. Master Com. K. C. Pleas.
Fort Sumter Evacuated.
HE evacuation of Fort Sumter by tho United- 
__ States does not say that E. WILCOX has eva­
cuated hie old stand on Main street, over Brown's 
Jewelry Store, where he still remains and expects 
to conduct his business as heretofore, in all its vari­
ous branches. Garments of all descriptions out and 
made to order on short notice, and as durable ai con 
be done at any other Tailor Shop on this side of the 
mountains, aud in tho latest style, according to eas­
tern fashions.
Garments Cleaned and Repaired in the best man­
ner aud on short notice. Cutting done to suit cus­
tomers. Feeling thankful to his old customers for 
their liberal support heretofcro received, he solicits 
a eoDJinsiunce of the same, and asks as many new 





THIS undersigned iak;-s pleasure ini antiounting to the eitir.ene of Knox ■ aud tho surrounding counties, that he 1 
hag just opened «t the above stand, re- | 
eently occupied by N. Epsstcia a large i 
and magnificent stock of
Cloths, CaSsimrrrs aud 
Vestings
Also, a large thd complete stock of M-n«'I 
and Boye’ JtEADY-MAVL
CLOTHING!
Hats, Cape, Irnnkg, Valiocs, Ac. Alto,. 
a large asiortment of
Gents* Furnishing Goods,
la endloSi variety, and alt of tlie very 
best description.
Having constantly a buyer in the East
I have every advantage of the market; 
and ai I buy all uty goofs fur cash, I aa 
enabled to sell at
aewsR ibices
Than any other establishment ia this 
section of country. My goerlg are as 
well, (if not better) made than any in the 
Slate, being all manufactured under my 
own supervision, by the most experien­
ced master workmen. I can therefore 
safely #ay that I
Defy Compclition !
Having alwaye on band a large stock 
of goods, I aia prepared to mAi.utacture 
to order, at the shortest notice,
EVERY ARTICLE CALLED FUR
AT A CLOTHING STtiRE, 
and I will guarantee that all aiy work 
will give entire satisfaction. My motto 
is : '• Quick sales and small profits." "I 
Study to please.”
Remember the place—Sign of 
the Rod Flag, Main street, Mt. \ernou,
ap9:tf D. U. ARNOLD.
HOLIDAY PRESENT
JUVENILE ItOOKN,
A Large and Fretly A»sortn»ru
humorous Picture books,
UNTEARABLE PICTURE BOOKS,












In Antique-inor-and Blue and Gold Bil







Somethin? Tor the Times!
.4 NECESSITY IN EVERY HOITsEIHJOHNS Ac CROslaEY’! 
American Cement G’
The Btrougest Glee 111 the Worl
For Cementing Wood, Leather, tflass, 
China, Marble. Porcelain, Alabastei
Bone, Coral, Ar., A'c., Ac..
The only article of the kind ever)
ducetl which will withstand wi
EXTRACTS.
"Every housekeeper should nave a supplyi Crosley’s American Ceuirnt GIne.”—A”.
" It is so Cuuveuicm Ui have in the bouse
Express.
‘‘ It is always ready ; this commends it t 
body.”—-N. Y. Ind'pendent.
*• Wo have tried it. and find it as a-cf| 
hots; as water.”— B'thbes Spirit of the Ti,
Pru'f 25 Cents per Bottle 
Very Liberal Reductions to Wholesale Di
TERMS CASH.
.jte* f or sale by all Druggists and btor
generally throughout the the eoHntrv.
JOlISiS & C ltOSbEY,
(Snbt Manufacturers.)
78 MTLLIAM STREET.
(Comer of Liberty Street.) NBM
July 9-ly.
Highly Important from Ch;
0,000 McCormick** Mower* aud 
in the Field I
TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND SOLD. J past six years, or in average of oyer 1 sand each year. Kales have increased fi 
in 1854, to nearly 5,099 iu I860, being a In 
her than is manufactured by any oliirr sin 
lisbmentin the vorld!
The subscriber ha« savored «ht agency 
county for tho above popular machine, wbl 
at the head ol the list of Mowers and Keaj 
ing the most simple, durable and efficieu 
OTer offered to tho citizens of Knox co., a!1 
lie is'willing to have proved by letting 
take one of bis machines with any other 
harvest, he agreeing to bay one of th< 
when through harvest, giving him the cb, 
ohines, which to buy, and charging noth 
use of " the MeCormick,” if ho chooses 
other. We are prepared to give all farrael
WILLIAM HLA1I,
Lato of tho firm of BEAM & MEAD, having located 
himself on the
EAST SIDE OF MAIN STREET, ONE DOOR 
SOUTH OE LIPPITT’S DRUG STORK,
and nearly opposito tho KENYON HOUSE, trust* 
his friends and tho public generally, will not fall to ;find hint and his not location, with a good stock of • call, circulars, with any nmo
NEW GOODS
AT CASH PH ICES.
In Goods, Prices and Attention, he shall aim »o please 
and merit a share of the public pHtronag >.
A pri 1 23, 1861. __________ ____________ _______
mony, from near home, that will satisfy, 
| is tho machine ti buy. 
j For further information and a freo s
McCormick Mower and Reaper, call alibi 
store of C. C. CV
may 7-ni3 M»sn street. Mt. Vj
Custom Work.
PARTICULAR attention paid to manufacturing.Measured work and repairing done on tbe shor­test noti-c. Imsyl4j MORTON & SAPP.
PATENT OFFICE AGE!
Opposite the We, dfr’ H t Steel a
h. hi'«nines (Ma/5.] j. *1
BLANKS of oj’ kinds for »ai« at thi
MT. VEKMON E JSINESS.
~'*' w k^«yn7vi arc 1715?!?'
ZT73YHEY A»a COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
Jntf Notary Public,
M.OUNT VERNON, OHIO.
Jppe- OFFICE—North side of Kreinn Block. 
August28, 1860-ly. '■’- ___ ___
CHARLES F. BALDWIN,
A T T O It N M Y AT L A W ,
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
Prompt attention given *o Collections and Secur- 
Dg all Claims entrusted to his care.
^C. F. Baldwin, is also, nNotary Public, and 
frill attend to such business as is authorised by his 
eotnmission, with promptness and despatoh.
April 10th, 1860-6mt». _______________ _____
M4RSII4E beam,
ATT Y & COUSELLOR AT LAW,
AND NOTARY PUBLIC,
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
OFFICE—Judson’s Building, Main st., 2 doors 
South Knox County Bank. [march 27.





«MHST W. COTTON. WW. I,. »ASE.
COTTON & BANE,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
MT. VERNON, o.
FSTILL ATTENJ) to all business intrusted to 
W thorn, in any of the Courts.
©mew.—N. E. corner of Main and Gambier sts., 






Attsrney at Law and Notary Public, 




WW. DUNBAR. H- B’ BANNING.
DFftBAR & 15 AWNING,
atorneys at law,
MT. VKRSOJI, KNOX COUNTY, OHIO.
)My» Office id Banning Building, northwest corner 
Mainand Viue rtreets,in theroomformerly occupied 
by M. H. Mitchell.
Samuel Israel. Joseph G. Devin
ISRAEL A DEVIN,
Attorneys at Law & Solicitorain Chancery, 
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
OFFICE.—Throe doors South of the Bank.
Prompt attention given to all business en­
trusted to them, and especially to collecting and se­
curing claims in any part of the state of Ohio.
Dec. 7:tf.  __________ '
R. C. HURP. FRANK n. 1IURD.
II. C. IIl’RD & SON,
Attorneys nnd Counsellors nt Law,
mar 12-tf MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
SASII, DOORS AND BLINDS.
DEVOE & HUBBELL,
A NNOUNCE-TO THE CITIZENS OF KNOX 
and tha sv.rrounding counties, that they are 
now prepared to manufacture to order all kinds of 
Sash, Doors and Blinds, Window and Door Frames, 
and all work required in house finishing. We shall 
use the very host material, and will warrant all our 
work.
Shop on High street, opposite the Court House, 
Mount Vernon, Ohio. [march20.
J. B. MILLER.
Sign. Ornamental and Fresco Painter,
PAPER HANGER, FANCY GILDER, Ac.,
.Vo. 109 ain St., up Stairs,
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
C't ILDED SIDE AND TOP LIGHTS, WINDOW JT Curtains, Decorative Paper Hanging, Ac., Ac. Land Scape Painting done to order. Pictures 
framed in Rosewood or Gilt, on most reasonable 
terms. Stonceling in paper or metal neatly ex­
ecuted.




SUCCESSOR to Power A McDonald,respectfully announces to the citizens of Mt. Vernon and vicinity, that he still continues to take Ambrotypes 
A Melainotypes.in the heststyle of art, at hisroonis 
in Woodward Block. From a long experience in 
business he flatters himself that ho will give entire 
satisfaction to all who may favor him with business 
Prices aB low as the lowest. Please give me a call 
before engaging pictureselsewhere. [mayltf.
~l7. C ~MONTGOMERY
ATTORNEY AT EAW,
Running Buildiny.over N. McGifffin'sShoe Store,
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
Specialattention given to the collection of claims, 
and the purchase and sale of Real-Estate.
I HAVE for sale unimproved lands as follows:640 acres in Osage county, Missouri.606 acres in Warren county, Missouri.
802 acres in St. Francois county, Missouri.
125 acres in Hardin county, Ohio.
40 acre lot in Hardin county, Ohio.
;83 acres in Mercer county: Ohio, 
marl
A Large Stock and cheap at
MILLER & WHITE’S. 
Mt. Vernon, May 1 7, 1860—tf.
LEWIS’
TEMPLE OF ART!
I desire to inform the public that my
Splendid Suit of Photograph Rooms
ARE COMPLETED!
And now open for the reception of visitors. It is 
needless to comment upon my work, as it recom­
mends itself. I make Photographs from small min­
iatures to LIFE-SIZE, PLAIN or
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED IN OIL,
Water Colors, or
NC M >» At .AL H IW JB-SL ®
If you have an old Daguerreotype or Ambrotype 
of a decoased friend, (no matter how poor), it can 
be enlarged to any sirs and colored true to nature.
I wish particularly to impress upon the mind of 
the public this important branch of Photography. 
I employ Mr. HALL, of Cleveland, the acknowledg­
ed best COLORIST in Northern Ohio.
Specimens of old pictures enlarged can be seen at 
my Gallery.
AMBROTYPES
And all small work done on short notice. We ex­
tend a cordial invitation to all to call and examine 
Specimens.
ROOMS—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, over 
Taylor, Gantt A Co.’s Store. Entrance same as Dr. 
Kelsey’s Dental Rooms.
N. B. The class of pictures termed 25 cent pic 
tures positively not taken at these rooms.
novl3-ly, N. $ LEWIS.
ri KXITLRi;
OW receiving at the old stand, sign of the Big 
JLi Chair, over Sperry A Co.’s Store, the largest 
and best stock of Furniture ever-offered for sale in 
this place, consisting in part of Sofas, Tete-n-Tctes, 
Lounges, Chairs, Marble Top and Mahogany Tables, 
Stands, Cane and Wood Seat Chairs, Cribs, Bed­
steads,and in factalmost everything in Cabinetline 
the market roquires. I also keep on band and make 
to order Curled Ilsir, Cotton and Husk MattrasseB, 
Feather Bolsters and Pillows. I have Bailey’s Cur­
tain Fixtures, the best in use, also, a few choice 
Gilt Mouldings. Picture Frames made to order.
I have also the right to sell Fisk A Crane’s Patent 
Burial Cases, and will keep them on hnnd.
The public are invited to call and examine my 
stock and prices. [apr26] W. C. WILLIS. 




35- Furniture Rooms, hp
On Main Street, over ffauk’s Saddle and Harness 
Shop, Second FLoor, Opposite Russell, 
Sturges & Go’s Bank,
HERE may be found a good assortment of 
Chairs, Bedsteads, and Cabinet Ware, of 
their own manufacture, at prices to suit the times. 
All work warranted. All kinds of Wood Turning 
done on short notice and in good stylo. Country- 
Cabinet Makers will do well to give us a call.— 
Wagon Uubbs, Stair Banisters, Nuel Posts, Drops, 
and, in short, anything in wood can be turned at 
our shop.
N. B. Lumber, Country Produce,and Cash taken 
in exchange for our work. All orders promptly at- 
tendud to. A share of Public Patronage solicited.













PROF. O. J. WOOD’S I A Cl ’llRestorative CORDIAL Ayei s Sarsaparilla,
CABINET BUSINESS.
JOSCpll S- MfL.FtlXl
rpAKES pleasuro in announcing to the citizens ol 
1_ Mt. Vernon and vicinity, that he continues to 
carry ou tho
CABINET MAKING BUSINESS,
In all its branches, at his old stand, at the foot of 
Main street, opposite Buckingham’s Foundry, whore 
will be found Bureaus, Tables, Chairs, Bedsteads, 
Washstands, Capboards, Ac., Ac.
UNDERTAKING. J 
I have provided myself with a novr and splendid 
Hoarse, nnd will be ready to attend funerals when­
ever called upon. Coffins of all sizes kept on hand 





HAStakon for a term of years therooms former­ly occupied by N. N. Hill, immediately over Taylor, Gantt A Co.’s, where he will prosecute the 
various duties of his profession with an exporience 
of -over M years constant practice, an acquain­
tance with all the late Improvements in the art, be 
fuels confident of giving entire satisfaction. The 
best skill of the profession warranted to be exercised 
in every case.
On hand a large stock of Dental Material lately 
procured from the east.
Entrance on Main srtet,betweeon Taylor, Gantt 
Co.’s and L. Monk’s Clothing Store.
April 19, 1859-lt ___ ________
DR
SASH, DOOR AND BLIND
FACTORY!
The subscribers would inform their friends and the public generally, that they have removed their Machinery to the Furlong Foundry, 
We«t of High Street, where, in, connection with S. 
Davis, they keep on hand and manufacture to order, 
on short notice,
Doors,Sash, BUuds anti Mouldings
Of all the various patterns. Surface nnd Irregular 
Planing and Flooring, bard or soft, dressed to order. 
We would ask for the new firm a continuance of the 
natronage so liberally bestowed on the old one.
BYERS A PATTERSON. 




To the People of Knox County and espe­
cially the Ladies.
I HAVE been for several years on thelo.ok out for a good Washing Machine. I have had several tried in my family and found some that did pretty 
well as long as they kept in order. But they all 
soon failed in this respect and some shook them 
selves to pieces.
Last fall I discovered the Cataract Machine ope­
rated by Mr. Eiswald the inventor, and was struck 
with its simplicity; and especially with the fact that 
there was no shaking motion to it. It gad no more 
tendency to rattle to pieces than a grindstone, or a 
spinning wheel. I induced Mr. Eiswald to bring his 
machine to Mount Vernon, and gave it a thorough 
trial in my family, and also in some others ; nnd be­
came so well satisfied with its merits tfc,q11 purchas­
ed the patent right for several counties.
These machines are now maeufactured at the Ko- 
kosing Iron Works, by Buckingham A Co., and 
can confidently roppmmppd tnem as the best ma­
chine for washing that t ever saw. They will wash 
any amount of clothes froqi a shirt oollarto half a 
dozen shirts, without tearing orwearingthom. They 
are not liable to get oyjt of ofder and will last a 
lifetime,
Buckingham A Co., will warrant them to give en­
tire satisfaction. If not,the machine may be returned 
in good order, within twenty days and the money 
will be handed back without askinq any questions.
C. P. BUCKINGHAM. 




BANNING BUILDING, MT. VERNON, 0.
THE undersigned respectfully announces to the citizens of Knox and the surrounding counties, that ho has greatly enlarged his business and is 
now prepared to offer superior inducements to those 
who wish to purchase
Cheap and Elegant Furniture.
He will at all times keep on hand a large stock of 
BUREAUS, WARDROBES,




MAHOGANY, CANE SEAT and 
COMMON CIJAJRS, MATTRA^SES, Ac.
And in fact,every artiftfo io. p,e found in a first-class 
Furniture Ware-room. I vf.[H al^o make tp order 
any article that may he called for. I employ the 
very best workmen to be had, and every article sold 
will be warranted. I soiic.it a continual the
liberal patronage heretofore pxtend to me.
' JOSEPH McCGRMICK.
UNDERTAKING.
The subscriber still continues the Undertaking 
Business, and fiavip^ ap elegant Ilearse ig prepar­
ed to attend funerals in either town or country. 
Coffins made to order, in tho host stylo, and on the 
shortest notice. I can b.e foynd <• t iqy Furniture 
Ware-rooms, in Banning’s Building, opposite Wood­




TAKES pleasure in an- anouncing to his old friends and customers that 
he still continues to keep 
for sale the very hjgt of 
Beef, Pork, Veal, Mutton,
and Lay?!), at hi.? cellar, on Main street, opposite to 
Woodward Hall, under Clark’s Tailor Shop. By 
keeping good meats, and by honest dealing, he 
hopes to merit a continuation of the liberal patron-' 
age he has retoro hereceived. April 27-tf
HOLTON HOUSE,
KF1YAKK, OHIO.
TO tbe citizens of Knox County, I woaLJ return my sinpore thanks for the patronage expended to me since I becgpie proprietei; of this House, apd for 
your continued patronage, I pledge myself to pmke 
the Ilollon House rank equal to any house in this 
part of the State, and my Guosts shall have my un­
divided attention for their comfort, while they re 
maine my guests. J. S. HOLTON, Proprietor. 
N. B. I have good Stablipgattacb^d tof4ii,sbPuse 
octll.’59tf.
COACH AND CALxUAGE FACTORY.
FRONT STREET, MT. VERNON, 0.
WILLIAM SANDERSON respect­fully informs the public and his friends that bn continues to manufac-1 
ture Carriages, Barouches, Rockaways, Buggies, Wa­
gons, Sleighs and Chariots, in all their various styles 
of finish and proportion.
All orders will be executed with stri jt regard to du­
rability and beauty of finish. Repaitswi/ also beat- 
tended to on the most reasonable terms. As I use in 
all my work the very best seasoned stjiff, and employ 
none but experienced mechanics, I feei confident that 
all who favor me with their patronage, will be perfect­
ly satisfied on a trial of their work. All my work 
will be warranted.





THE thorough manner in which Students ol this Institution are drilled in all the routino of bu sinoss, has gained for it the proud distinction of
T/ie Business Marts College!
The course of Study is full and thoroughly prac 
tieal. All the late forms #.pd ipipfoyepappts are in 
trodueed, and tho Fnculty will guarantee any one 
after ho has completed the course, to be fully quali 
lied to keep tho books of any business house,
Daily Lectures delivered on Book-keeping, Pen 
mansliip, Commercial Calculations,Commercial Low 
Political Economy, Elocution, Ac.
T E R M S :
For lull and unlimited Course, SJJ-lO.
Studentscau enter atany time and review at plea 
sure.
The usual time to complete the couse is from 8 to 
10 weeks.
Good boarding can be 1 $2,50 per week.
Cost of Books, Diploma d e., five dollars.
For full particulars, address
nov 6 MeCOY A Co., Columbus, O.
Stoves! Stoves!
JAMBS HDNTSBERRY S SOM'S
HOUSE-FURNISHING
ESTABLISHMENT!
HAVE on hand a very large assortment of the most modern improved Cook and Parlor Stoves, for both wood and coal, which they will guarantee 
to give entire satisfaction in their operation. Their 
ttsortment of Mouse Furnishing Goods is also large 
embracing
Surseon. Dontist,
WOULD respectfully inform the citizens of Mt.Vernon, Ohio, and vicinity, that he has per­manently located in Mt. Vernon, for the purpose of 
practicing bis Profession in the best and most sub­
stantial style of the art. and I would say to those 
who imv favor me with their patronage, that my 
w,rk shall and will compare both in beauty and du­
rability with any in the State. I would also say to 
those who aro afflicted with Disease* mouths, that 
I am prepared to treat all diseases of the mouth un­
der any form. Also to rernovo tumors from the 
mouth or antrum. All operations warranted, and 
moderate charges. I have taken a lease of my pres­
ent suit of room- from Dr. Russell, for five years 
with the refusal of ten. The best of references
7an be -iven.________________ [June 19, 1360.
MOUNT VERNON
WOOLEN FACTORY!
THE SUBSCRIBER would call the attention ol the public to the fact, that the Old Lucerne Fac- tcirv i5 removed to Mt. Vernon, at
NORTON’S OLD FACTORY,
And is being fitted up with good Machinery for <lo- 
•' g a Custom business, and that/I am now ready to 
r^fieive Wool to manufacture into Cloth, Caesimere,
Sattinett, Blankets and Flannel on Shares or by the 
^Aho, Carding and Spinning; Carding Rolls and
Cloth-Dressing done on Short Notice. All work ..... ..........
warranted done in the best manner and as cheap as please',he public.
Wool will bo received at the Old Factory at Lu- tUS





WOODEN AND WILLOW WARE,
Withalinostevery usoful article from the kitchen to 
the parlor. Also, alargestoek of the celebrated
STEWART STOVES,
Which will pay for itself in the s?,ving of fuel,over 
any other stove, in every 18 months.use.
Remember tho House Furnishing Establishment. 
Wo are still doing all kinds of Jobbing in Copper, 
Tiu and Shoot Iron, at short notice and low rates. 
All the above articles will ho sold at roduced prices, 
for cash, at JAMES 11UNTSBERRY <£- SON’S 
mar22:tf
W M BLY NN,
Having removed to
NO. 10 BUCKEYE flEQGK,
TRUSTS that his friends will not fail to find him at his new location. lie will soon make an ad ditionAo his alreadylarge stock,anew assortment of 
Welches, Jewelry and Silver Ware, 
Fancy Articles for the Holidays.
He shall aim, in goods, prioos, and attention, 
[Columbus, O, Nov. 20.
purchasing elsewhere, at the Old Corner.
Feb. 26, ’61. ' G.M.FAY.
SAVE YOUR MONEY!
By buying vour Boots and Shoes of
E. S. S. ROUSE, Jun’r.
HAVING received a large assortment of every description ofBOOTS AND SHOES,
I am prepared to undersell any other establishment 
in Mt. Vernon. All I ask of the people of Knox Co. 
is to give me a call, and examine my stocK before 
purchasing elsewhere; and I will guarentee to make 
the shoes and prioes both fit. I am selling good 
GAITERS at 75 cents, and first-rate Congress Heel 
Gaiters for $1.00 to $1.25. Men’s first-rate kip boot? 
for$2,50. Women’s enld. pgd. boots for 75 to 80 cents, 
and every thing elsa in the line of boots and shoes, 
at least 20 per cent cheaper than the usual price 
heretofore.
LEATHER.—A large lot of Sole and Upperleather, 
French and American calfskins, constantly on hand. 
Also, Lasts, Pegs, Shoe kit, and Findling of every 
description. All of which can be had for cash at 
the lowest possible rates, at the store of
E. S. S. ROUSE, Jr.,
No. 109 Main Street.
N. B.—Those who have neglected to call and settle 
their accounts, due the late firm of E. S. S. House 
A Son are hereby reminded that it will bo to their 
interest to call and aarange matters immediately. 
May 7, 1961.
$35.00
PAYS the entire cost for Tuition in the most pop ular and successful Commercial School in the Country. Upwards of Twelve Hundred young men 
from twonty-eight different States, have been edu­
cated for business here within the past three years, 
some of whom have been employed as Book-keepers 
at salaries of
2,000 Per Annum,
immedia tely upon graduating, who knew nothing of 
accounts when they entered the College.
Ministers’ sons at half price. Students en­
ter at any time, and review when they please, with­
out extra charge.
For Catalogues of 86 pages, specimens of Prof.
Cowley’s Business and Ornamental Penmanship, and 
a large Engraving of the College, inclose twenty-five 
cents in postage stamps to the Principals,
JENKINS & SMITH.
jan 22-ly Pittsburgh, Pa.
man~hoodT~
IIOW LOST, HOW RESTORED.
■Tnst published in a Sealed Envelope,
N THE NATURE, TRATMENT AND RADI 
CAL CURE OF SPERM ATORRHtEA, or Sem­
inal Weakness, Sexual Debility, Nervousness aiid in­
voluntary emissions, inducing impotency, asid Men­
tal Physical Incapacity.
By ROB. J. CULVERWELL, M. D., 
The important fact that the awful consequences of 
self-abuse may be effectually removed without in­
ternal Medicine and without dangerous applications 
of caustics, instruments, medicated bougies, and 
other empirical devices, is here clearly demonstrated, 
and the entirely new and highly sucressful treat­
ment, as adopted by the celebrated author fully ex­
plained, by means of which every one is enabled to 
cure himself pcrfoetly, and at the least possible cost, 
thereby avoiding all the advertised nostrums of the 
day. This Lecture will prove a boon to thousands.
Sent under seal to any address,p>ost paid, on the 
receipt of two postage stamps, by addressing Dr. J. 
C. KJjINE, M. D., 127 Bowery, New York, Post 
Office Box 4586. March 19,1861-ly.
O'
Down & Tetley,
No. 136 Wood Street, Pittsburgh,
RIFLE MANUFACTURERS,
IMPORTERS and dealers in double and single bar­rel shotguns, sporting apparatus, gun makers ma­terials, has just received, by Express, directfrom the 
manufacturers,a splendidassortment of C .It’s Repeat­
ing Pistols, four,fiveamdsix inch barrels, all of which 
we will sell for cash at as low prices as they can be 
boughtin thecity of New York. Persons going to 
Australiaacd Galifoyniawillfind thatthey can do bet­
ter by purchasing their equipage at hopae,than they 
can amongstrangers—as we give persons a chance to 
try any of the above pistols before leaving thecity, 
nd in ca. o of a failure we refund the money.
Sept. 11 .If; BOWN A TETLEY.




Wholesale and Retail Deale
Drugs and Medicines,
MAIN STREET, MT. VERNON, OHIO.
DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, PUTTY
PaiuUs Oils, Varnishes, Brushes nnd Dye 
Staffs,
By tbe use of these Pills tbe periodic attacks of 
Nervous or Sirk Headache may be prevented ; and 
if taken at the commencement of an attack imme­
diate relief from pain and sickness will be ob­
tained.
They seldom fail in removing the Nausea and 
Headache to which females are so subject.
They act gently upon the bowels, removing Cos- 
tiveness.
For Literary Men, Students, Delicate Females, 
and all persons of sedentary habits, they are valu­
able as a laxative, improving the appetite, giviDg 
tone and vigor to the digestive organs, and restor­
ing the natural elasticity and strength of the whole 
system.
The CEPHALIC PILLS are the result of long 
investigation and carefully conducted experiments, 
having been in use many years, during which time 
they have prevented and relieved a vast amount of 
pain and suffering from Headache, whether origi­
nating in the nervous system or from a deranged 
state of the stomach.
They are entirely vegetable in their composition, 
and may be taken at all times with perfect safety 
without making any change of diet, and the ab­
sence of any disagreeable taste renders it easy to 
administer them to children.
BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS ’
The genuine have five signatures of Henry C. 
Spalding on each Box.
Sold by Drufigists and all other Dealers in Med­
icines.
A Box will besentby mail,prepaid, onjreceipt 
of the
PRTCE, 25 CENTS.
All orders should be addressed to
HENRY C. SPALDING,
48 Cedar Street, New York.
PURE WINES AND BRANDIES
FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES ONLY,
PERFUMERY,






COAL OIL AND COAL OIL LAMPS.
MANUFACTURER 6F
BLANCHARD'S INDIAN LINIMENT AND
AMAZONIAN COUGH BALSOM.
Particular care in compounding Physicians Pre­
scription nnd in preparing recipes of all kinds.
Jan. 29, 1860.
CUAIR AM) BEDSTEAD MAXDFACWv,
Banning Building, opp. Woodward Block,
MOUNT VERNON, O.
Sign of flie Red Bedstead, and 
Gulden Cbaiy.
DANIEL McDOWELL,
rjYAKES pleasure in announcing 
I to the citizens of Mt. Vernon 
and vicinity, that having been in 
the business for 39 years, in this 
place, he continues to manufacture 
CHAIRSap.cl BEDSTEADS of every 
description, at liis stand in Ban­
ning’s Building where he hopes, 
by making good work, and selling 
at low prices'.io r.eqeiypA jontinua 
ton of tholiberal patronage that has heretofore been 
extended to him. All his wo;k i? made of the very 
best material, and will be warranted to give entire 
satisfaction. Tha patronage of the public is res­
pectfully solicited. jy!2:y
J. B. BELL,
GENERAL REAL ESTATE AGENT, 
SUPERIOR, WISCONSIN,
YYTILL select and enter Lands,locate Land War- 
rants, and buy and sell Real Estate. 
Particular attention paid to Conveyancing,Paying 
Taxes, Loaning and Investing Money, and examin­
ing Titles.
Refer to Judge Valey and Eug. Burnand,New 
York; W». Dunbar and L. Harper, Mt. Vernon, 
Marshall A Co.,Bankers, and Geo. WiUJs A. Gorman, 
St. Paul, Minn.; Wm. H. Newton, Geo. E. Nettleton, 
Superior; 17®. ilann Rahway, N. J. May 20.
Land Warrants.
PERSONS having 160 acre Land Warrants, by sending them to the undersigned, can have them loaned to pro-enjptors of the public lands, at two 
hundred and fifty dollars, payable in one year, se­
cured by the i£nd entered with the warrant.
This is an excellent chance for investment, tho 
lender being rendered doubly safe, by having the 
benefit of the settlers improvements and selection o 
the finest lands in the West.
JAMES G. CHAPMAN,
Jane 30. Omaha City, Neb. Ter.
THE FOLLOWING ENDORSEMENTS OF
SPALDING’S
CEPHALIC PILLS,
WILL CONVINCE ALL WHO SUFFER FROM
HEADACHE,
That a speedy and sure cure is within their reach. 
As these testimonials were unsolicited by Mr. Spalding, 
they afford unquestionale proof of the efficacy 
of this truly scientific discovery,
Masonville, Conn., Feb. 5, 1861. 
Mr. Spalding—Sir: 1 tried your Cephalic Pills, 
and I like them so well that I want you to send me 
two dollars worth more.
Part of these are for the neighbors, to whom I 
gave a few out of the first box I got from you.
Send the Pills by mail, and oblige
Your ob’t Servant.
JAMES KENNEDY. 
IIavkrford, Pa., Feb. 6,1861.
Mr. Spalding—Sir: I wish you to send ine one 
more box of your Cephalic Pill, I have received a 
great deal of benefit from them.
Yours respectfully,
MARY ANN STOIKHOUSE. 
Spruce Creek, Huntington Co , Pa.J 
January 18,1861. (
II. C. Spalding—Sir: You will please send me 
two boxes of yur Cephalic Pills. Send them im­
mediately.
Respectfully yours,
J NO. B. SIMONS.
t5. S. I have used one box of your Pills, and 
find them excellent.
Belle Vernon, Ohio, Jan. 15,1861.
Henry C.Spalding, Esq.,—Sir: PJeaseflnd inclos­
ed twenty-five cents, for which send me another bo 
of your Cephalic Pills. The) are truly the best 
Pills I have ever tried. A. STOVER, P. M.
Belle Vernon, Wyandot Co., O. 
Bf.verlv, Mass., Dec. Il, J86J.
II. C. Ilpalding, Esq.,— I wish for some circulars 
or large show bills, to bring your Cephalic Pills 
more particularly before my customers. If you 
have anything of the kind, please send to me.
One of my customers, who is subject to severe 
Sick Headache, (usually lasting two days,) was 
cured of an attack in one hour by your Pills, which 
I sent her. R espectfully yours,
W. B. WILKES.
Reynoldsburg, Franklin Co., Ohio.)
January 9, 1161. $
Henry C Spalding—No. 48 Cedar st., N. Y. 
Dear Sir: Inclosed find twenty five cents, 
(25,) for which send box of “Cephalic Pills.”— 
Send to address of Rev. Wrn. C. Filler, Reynolds­
burg, Franklin Co., Ohio.
Your Pills work like a charm—cure Headache 
almost instanter. Truly vour?,
WM. C. FILLER. 
Ypsilanti, Mich., Jan. 14, 1861.
Mr. Spalding, Sir:—Not long since I sent to 
you for a box of Cephalic Pills for the cure of the 
Nervous Headache and Costiveness, and received 
the same, and they had so good an effect that I was 
induced to send for more.
Please send bv return mail. Direct te
A. R.'WHEELER, Ypsilanti, Mich
AND
BLOOD RENOVATOR.
IS precisely what its name indicates, for while pleasant to the taste, it is revivifying, exhilara­ting and strengthening to the vital powers. It also 
revivifies, reinstates and renews the blood in all its 
original purity, and thus restores and renders tho 
system invulnerable to attacks of disease. It is the 
only preparation ever offered to the woild in a popu­
lar form so as to be within the reach of all.
So chemically and skillfully combined as’to be tho 
most powerful tonic, and yet so perfectly adapted so 
as to act in perfect accordance with the laws of nature, 
and hence soothe the weakest stomach and tone up tho 
digestive organs, and allay all nervous and other ir­
ritation. It is also perfectly exhilarating in its effects 
and yet it is never followed' by lassitude or depres­
sion of spirits. It is composed entirely of vegeta­
bles, and those thoroughly combining powerful tonie 
and sqp.tkiAg Properties, and consequently can never 
injure. As a a sure peventive and cure of 
CONSUMPTION, BRONCHITIS, INDIGES­
TION, DYSPEPSIA, LOSS OF APPETITE, 
FAINTNESS, NERVOUS IRRITABILI­
TY, NEURALGIA, PALPITATION OF 
THE HEART, MELACHOLY, HY­
POCHONDRIA, NIGHT SWEATS, 
LANGUOR, GIDDINESS, AND 




THERE IS NOTHING ITS EQUAL,
Also, Liver derangements or Torpidity and Liver 
Complaints, Diseases of tho Kidney, or any general 
derangement of the Urinary organs.
It will not only cure the debility following Chills 
and Fever, but prevent all attacks arising from Mias­
matic influences, and cures the diseases at once, if 
already attacked.
TRAVELERS should have a bottle with them, as 
it will infallibly prevent any deleterious conse­
quences following upon change of olimate and water.
As it prevents costivenesB, strengthens the diges­
tive organs, it should be in the hands of all persons 
of sedentary habits.
LADIES not accustomed to much out-door exer­
cise should always use it.
MOTHERS should use it, for it is a perfect relief, 
taken a month or two before the final trial, she will 
pass the dreadful period with perfect ease and safety.
There is no Miatalic About it.
THE CORDIAL IS ALL WE CLAIM FOR IT!!
Mothers Try It.
And to you we appeal, to detect tho illness or de­
cline not only of your daughters before it be too 
late, but also your sons and husbands, for while the 
former from false delicacy, often go down to a pre­
mature grave, rather than let their condition be 
known in time, the latter are often so mixed up with 
the excitement of business, that if it were not for 
you, they too, would travel in the same downward 
path until it is too late to arrest their final fall.— 
But the mother is always vigilant, and to you we 
confidently appeal; for we are sure your never-failing 
affection will unerringly point you to PROF. WOOD’S 
RESTORATIVE CORDIAL AND BLOOD RENO- 
0AT0R as the remedy which should be always on 
hand in time of need.
O.J. WOOD, Proprietor, 444 Broadway,New York, 
and 114 Market Streot, St. Louis, Mo., and sold by 
all good Druggists. Price One Dollar per Bottle. 
For sale by Jas. Blanchard, Mt. Vernon.
May 7, 1861.
MRS. WINSLOW,
An experienced Nurse and Female Physician, pro- 
sonts to the attention of mothers, her
SOOTHING SYRUP,
FOR CHILDREN TEETHING, 
which greatly facilitates the process of teething, by 
softening the gums, reducion all iuflamation—will 
allay all pain and spasmodic action, nnd is
8(JRE TO REUDLATE THE I!()U FI,«.
Depend upon it, mothers, it will givo rest to your­
selves. and
RELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.
It not only relieves the child from pain, but invig­
orates the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity, and 
gives tone and energy to the whole system. It will 
almost instantly relieve
GRIPING IN TIIE BOWELS, AND WIND COLIC 
and overcome convulsions, which if not speedily rem­
edied, end in death. Wo believe it the BEST and 
SUREST REMEDY IN THE WORLD, in all cases 
of DYSENTERY and DIARRtEzl IN CHILDREN, 
whether it arrises from teething, or from any other 
cause. We would say to every mother who has a 
child suffering from any of the foregoing complaints 
—DO NOT LET YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR TIIE 
PREJUDICES •‘OF OTHERS, stand between you 
and your suffering child, and tho relief that will be 
SURE—yes ABSOLUTELY SURE—to follow the 
use of this medicine, if timely used. Full directions 
for using will accompany each bottle. None genu­
ine unless tho fac-simile of CURTIS <fc PERKINS, 
New York, is on the outside rapper.
Sold by all Druggists and dealers in medicines 
in Knox County.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE. 13 Cedar Street, N. Y. 
PRICE ONLY 25 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
March 26, 1861.
From the Examiner, Norfolk,Va.
Cephalic Pills accomplish the object for which 
they were made, viz: Cure of Headache in all 
forms.
From the Examiner,Norfolk, Va
They have been tested in more than a thousand 
ca»es, with entire success.
From the Democrat, St, Cloud, Minn.
If you are, or haye been troubled with the head 
ache,send for a box, (Cephalic Pills,) so that you 
may have them in case of an attack.
From the Advertiser, Providence, R. I.
The Cephalic Pills are said to be a remarkably 
effective remedy for the headache, and one of the 
very best for that very frequent complaint which 
has ever been discovered
From the Western R. R. Gazette, Chicago, Ill.
We heartily endorse Mr. Spalding, and his unri­
valled Cephalic Pills.
From the Kanawha Valley Star, Kanawha, Va.
We are sure that persons suffering with tlie 
headache, who try them, will stick to them.
From the Southern Path Finder, New Orleans, La.
Trytheml you that are afflicted, and we are 
sure that your testimony can be added to the al 
ready numerous list that has received benefits that 
no other medicipe can produce.
From the St. Louis Democrat.
The immense demand for the article (Cephalic 
Pills) is rapidly increasing.
From the Gazette, Dayenport, Iowa,
Mr. Spaicing wopld not connect his nams with 
an article he did not know to possess real merit.
From the Advertiser, Providence, R. I.
The testimony in their favor is strong, from the 
most respeptable.quarters-
O’A single bottle of SPALDINGS PREPARED
GLUE will save ten times its cost annually ,_j~T 
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE !
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE
SAVE THE PRICES !
ECONOMY ! DISPATCH !
O’“A Stitch in Time Saves Nine,’? 42C
As accidents will happen, even in well regula­
ted families, it is very desirable to have some cheap 
and convenient way for repairing Furniture, Toys, 
Crockery, ^rc.
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE 
meets all such emergencies, and no household can 
afford to be without it. It is always ready, and 
jjp Jto the sticking pojnf.
“USEFUL IN EVERY HOUSE.?’
N. B.—A Brush accompanies each Bottle. Price 
25 cents, Address,
HENRY C. SPALDING,
No. 48 Cedar Street, New York-
GAUTION.
Ascertain unprincipled persons are attempting 
to palm off on the unsuspecting public, imitations 
of my Prepared Glue, I would caution all persons 
to examine before purchasing, and see that tbefull 
name,
ICTSPALDING’3 PREPARED GLUE,XD 
i Is on the outside wrapper; all others are swindling 
'counterfeits. Feb.26.
GIN
Kin as a Remedial Assent.
THIS DELICIOUS TONIC STIMULANT,
ESPECIALLY designed for the use of Medical Profession nnd tho Family, having superseded the so-called “ Gint,” “Aromatic,” “ Medioated,” 
“ Schnapps,” etc., is now endorsed by all of the pro 
minent physicians, chemists and connoisseurs, as 
possessing all of those intrinsic medicinal qualities 
(tonic and diuretic) which belong to the OLD and 
PURE Gin. Put up in quart bottles and geld by all 
druggists, grocers, etc.
A. M. BININGER A CO., 
(Established in 1778.) Sole Proprietors,
No. 19 Broad street, N. Y. 
For sale by D. S. BARNES & Co., No. 81 Park 
Row, New York.
Our long experience .apd familiarty with the re­
quirements of Druggists, and our-superior business 
facilities, enable us to furnish them with choice Li­
quors for medical and family use. jan 2f2-yl
A compound remedy, designed to be the most ef­
fectual Alterative that can be made. It is a con­
centrated extract of Para Sarsaparilla, so combined 
with other substances of still greater alterative, 
power as to afford an effective antidote for the 
diseases Sarsaparilla is reputed to cure. It is be­
lieved that such a remedy is wanted by those who 
suffer from Strumous complaints, and that one 
which will accomplish their cure must prove of 
immense service to this large elass of our afflicted 
fellow-citizens. How completely this compound 
will do it has been proven by experiment on many 
of the worst eases to be found of the following 
complaints: —
Scrofula, and Scrofulous Complaints, Erup­
tions and Eruptive Diseases, Ulcers, Pimples, 
Blotches, Tumors, Salt Rheum, Scald Head, 
Syphilis and Syphilitic Affections, Mercurial 
Disease, Dropsy, Neuralgia orTic Douloureux, 
Debility, Dyspepsia and Indigestion, Erysipe­
las, Rose or St. Anthony’s Fire, and indeed the 
whole class of complaints arising from Impuritt 
of the Blood. .
This compound M-ill bq Sound a great promoter 
of health, when taken in the spring, to expel the 
foul humors which fester in the blood at that sea­
son of the year. By tbe timely expulsion of theiri 
many rankling disorders are nipped in the bud. 
Multitudes can, by the aid of this remedy, spans 
themselves from the endurance of foul eruptions 
and ulcerous sores, through which the system will 
strive to rid itself of corruptions^ i£ ijiqt assisted to 
do this through the natural channels of the body 
by an alterative, medicine. Cleanse out the vitlat"? 
blood whenever you find its impurities bursting 
through the skin’in pimples, eruptions, or sores; 
cleanse it wh«i you find it is obstructed and slug­
gish in the veins; cleanse it whenever it ia foul, 
and your feelings will tell you when. Even where 
no particular disorder is felt, people enjoy better 
health, and live longer, for cleansing the blood. 
Keep the blood healthy, and all is well; but with 
this pabulum of life disordered, there can be no 
lasting health. Sooner or later something must go 
wrong, and the great machinery ol life is disordered 
or overthrown.
Sarsaparilla has, and deserves much, the reputa­
tion of accomplishing these ends. But the world 
has been egregiously deceived by preparations of it, 
partly because the drug alone has not all the virtue 
that is claimed for it, but more because many prep­
arations, pretending to be concentrated extracts of 
it, contain but little of the virtue of Sarsaparilla, or 
any thing else.
During late years the public have been misled 
by large bottles, pretending to give a quart of Ex­
tract of Sarsaparilla for one dollar. Most of thc§q. 
have been frauds upon the sick, for they not only 
contain little, if any, Sarsaparilla, but often no, 
curative properties whatever. Hence, bitter and 
painful disappointment has followed the use of the 
various extracts of Sarsaparilla which flood the 
market, until the name itself is justly despised, and 
has become synonymous with imposition and cheat, 
Still we call this compound Sarsaparilla, and intend 
to supply such a remedy as shall rescue the name 
from the load of obloquy which rests upon it. And 
we think we have ground for believing it has vir­
tues which are irresistible by the ordinary run of- 
the diseases it is intended to cure. In order to 
secure their complete eradication from the system, 
the remedy should be judiciously taken according 
to directions on the bottle.
PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO.
LOWELL, MASS.
Price, $1 per Bottle t Six Bottles for $5.
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
has won for itself such a renown for the cure of every 
variety of Throat and Lung Complaint, that it is en­
tirely unnecessary for us to recount the evidence of its 
virtues, wntTever it has been employed. As it has long 
been in constant/ use throughout this section, we need 
not do more than assure the people its quality-is kept 
up to the best it ever has btien, and that it may he reheu 
on to do for their relief all it ha. ever been found to do
Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,
FOR THE CURE OE
Costiveness, Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Dysni~ 
tcry. Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Headache, Filet, 
Rheumatism, Eruptions and Skin Diseases, Liter 
Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors and Salt Rheum, 
Worms, Gout, Neuralgia, as a Dinner Fill, and fur 
Purifying the Blood.
They are sugar-coated, so that the most sensitive can 
take them pleasantly, and they are the best aperient in 
die world for all the purposes of a family' physic.
Prica, 25 cents per Pox; Five boxes for m/1.00.
Great numbers of Clergymen, Physicians, Statesmen, 
and eminent personages, have lent their names to cer­
tify the unparalleled usefulness of these remedies, but 
our space here will not permit the insertion of them. 
The Agents below named furnish gratis our American 
Almanac, in which they are given; with also full 
descriptions of the above complaints, and the treatment 
that should be followed for their cure.
Do not he put off by unprincipled dealers with other 
preparations they' make more profit on. Demand 
Ayer’s, and take no others. The sick want the best 
aid there is for them, and they should have it.
All our Remedies are for sale by
J. Blanchard, S. W. Lippitt, W. B. Bussell, 
and by Druggists and dealers everywhere.
Oct30-ly. __________________________________
FREDERICKTOWN FOUNDRY.
L. D. RANKIN', Proprietor.
THE subscriber respectfully informs the citizen?of Knox and the surrounding counties that he continues the Foundry Business in Fredericktown, 
Knox county, Ohio, where he manufactures and 
keeps on hand n general assortment of
COOKING, PARLOR & OFFICE STOVES,
rLOWS OF ALL KINDS,
And a full stock of TIN and COPPER WARE.
Dinner Bells, a splendid article, fine toned and ve­
ry cheap, are made at this establishment.
All work manufactured at my establishment will 
be warranted to give entire satisfaction to our cus­
tomers, and will he sold at prices equally as low if 
uotlower than similar articles can be had in Mt. 
Vernon. The patronage of the public is solicited. 





Manufacturer and Dealer in
FOR MEN AND BOYS’ WEAR.
Importer and Jobber of Cloths} Cassimereg, Vest­
ings, Tailors’ Trimmings and Furnishing Goods.— 
Also, sole agent for the salo of
Singers Celebrated Sewing Machines 
and Storr’s Automaton, Pressman, and dealer in 
Sewing Machino Needles, Twist, Threads Ao. 
ISAAC A. ISAACS UNION HALL, 
Corner of Superior and Union Streets, Cleveland, 
Ohio. April 16.
AQANTITY of the celebrated Hamburg Cheese just
A CARD.
THE undersigned wishes to say that he is still at the old Stand on High Street, West of the R. R. Depot known as tbe Furlong Foundry, which is now 
in full operation. He ts ready to greet all his old 
riends ana p&trcvs Vlth a pleasant smile, a warm 
shake of the han'dj social ohatand then furnish them 
with any thing in the line of business they are to 
be supplied with at this place. The same business 
is continued here as you will see by advertisement.
Come on Farmers audall others and support horns 
industry. M. C. FURLONG.
FURLONG_FOUNDRYe




Mount Verdon iron ii>£ies|er, 
rrtHE most simple in construction and perfect In 
I its operation, the lightest in draft, and least lia­
ble to get out of oridor of any in use. Now U far­
mers of Knox and adjoining Counties wish to save 
MONEY, HORSE FLESH AND TIME, 
Gome and try
FURLONG FOUNDRY,
Manufactures of Mo.wcrs and Reapers, and the above 
representations will be realized or no sale. Also, 
Sugar Mills syitR S. p. Evans’ 
PATENT EVAPORATOR.*'
Patented March 20th, I860. These mills aro heavy 
cast iron, and by us©? proved last fall to bo unox* 
celled by any in these parts; and as for the Evapora­
tor, it is the best adapted to the business,of any 
pattent yet in use, and is so constructed, that th6 
furnaee part serves for a stove, for a kitchen or cook­
ing vegetables for stock, and all its advantages over- 
others for convenience, has to be seen and used tc 
be properly appreciated. Those wishing ‘ rtf- 
chase will be but wise to examine this before buy­
ing elsewhere. -5*
Also, THRASHING MACHINES, all of the va­
rious styles and descriptions made andrepaired tha| 
was formerly made here. Also, Plows and Plow 
Shares. Wholesale and Retail; of the Long Plow, 
right and left from No. I to No. 5; Hiser right and 
loft; Crist do.; Hutchison left. The Mt. Vernon 
Iron right, left, and the Clipper and Combination 
Plow with tfio Steel Mole Board, Double Shovels, 
Ac., &e. Also Scrapers with cast points, an oxcel- 
Icntarticle. Also, Castings, Machinery, Ac.to ordtl. 
Apr24.
S. DAVIS A CO.
M. C. Furlong. Gen. Ag’t.
W. I’. COOKE & CO.,
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN
Leather, Hides and Oil,
'SHOE FINDINOS. ‘
sheep pelts and wo&l.
No. 35 Water Street, ■OrKVRLAlVD, OHIO. 1
■pH- Particular attention paid to orders.
,' r. CdOKK. E. DBtlB
Olevoland April
BLANKS of all kinds for sale at this Offiee.
1 received at the Old Corner. 
Feb. 26, ’61.* O.M. FAY.
